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Hiring freeze chills: No new jobs·at UNH
March 31, 1992
Thispastweek,UNHPresidentDaleNitz.schke
placed a University-wide hiring freeze on all positions except for those externally funded, selfsupporting, or essential to instruction.
Th~ was done in an attempt to absorb a projected $4.5 million budget shortfall in fiscal year
1993.
The executive vice president position is per-

manently eliminated. Searches for a director of
UNH Libraries, graduate school dean, dean of
UNH-Manchester and vice president for Student
Affairs have been halted.
It's the administration's goal to affect students
as little as possible by establishing the hiring freeze,
Nitzschke said.
However, the smaller departments and offices
on campus may be hurt the most, according to
ElainePlante,theProfessional,Administrativeand

Technical (PAT) budget and planning manager.
"It does have an impact," Plante said. "Everyone is going to have to pitch in and work harder."
As for now, all teaching positions and searches
for new professors will not be touched, according
to Nitzschke.
"If we can't handle our budget then the situation
will be re-examined," he said. "I do retain that ,
option to fill or terminate positions if it becomes
necessary."

Union and administration clash
September 19, 1991
A year since faculty unionization, UNH' s
chapter of the American Association of University
Professors (AAUP) and the administration are in
negotiations about teacher contracts. Both sides
feel a compromise may be reached by February.
"On the average, UNH professors are making
$4,000 less per year than their counterparts at the
other New England state schools," said Chris Balling, president of UNH's AAUP chapter.
Joan rambling, director of Human Resources
and the Board of Trustees representative to the
negotiations, said the administration and the union
understand each other and are making progress
on many issues.

February 21, 1992
Contract negotiations between the University
System's Board of Trustees and the faculty reached
a deadlock. Both parties will seek the assistance of
an outside mediator. No date has been set for
continuing the negotiations.
· The UNH chapter of the AAUP, which represents UNH' s estimated 600 full-time faculty members, is asking for a 6 percent salary increase for
each of the ~ext two years.
The administration, on the other hand, is offering:
• A $500 bonus for the first year.
• A 1.5 percent increase for the first semester of
the second year.
• A 4 percent increase for the second semester.
Balling called the administration's offer "inadequate and insulting." He said, ''What you pay
people is a measure of how much you value their
services."
Balling and Tambling agreed negotiations have
stalled because of a disagreement on faculty salaries and health benefits.

April 4, 1992
Six hours of negotiating with outside mediator
Bruce Fraser, a professor of linguistics at Boston
University, wasn't enough to break the contract
deadlock between the UNH teacher's union and
the administration.
Administrative negotiators said they didn't
have approval from the Board of Trustees to change
the salary and benefits proposal, according to Balling.

April 24, 1992
Last week, UNH faculty union membership
crept over 50 percent. A group of faculty members,
both union and non-union, voted top~ a tnotion
in support of the AAUP negotiating team, according to Balling.
Balling said the passing of the motion, coupled
with the AAUP membership increase, is a signal to
the administration that the union and the faculty
share the same concerns.

Chr~ Balling, president of UNH's AAUP chapter, thinks the union's growing membership is a sign that

administrators can't ignore (TNH file photo).
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AIDS testing on the rise at UNH
February 28,1992
Sixty people a week are tested for AIDS at
UNH Health Services, according to Mary Halleck,
a UNH health educator.
Demand for testing has tripled since September, Halleck said. Health Services has increased
availability of testing threefold, but there is now a
three-week waiting period for testing and counseling, she said.
The test is anonymous and separate from
Health Services. The results are not placed on
medical records, Halleck said.
Some people at UNH are infected with the HIV
virus and AIDS, and some have died from the
virus, according to Dr. Peter Patterson, director of
Health Services.
AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome) is an illness in which an HIV (human
immunodeficiency virus) attacks the human immune system, leaving it susceptible to disease.
AIDS is usually contracted through sexual
contact; however, AIDS can also be contracted
through blood transfusions and shared contaminated hypodermic needles.
Two years ago, UNH participated in a study
along with 17 otheruniversities across the country.
UNH sent samples of blood drawn from Health
Services to be tested for AIDS. The study showed
two out of 1,000 college students in the sampling
had the HIV virus.
A positive AIDS test means AIDS antibodies
are present in the blood, and the person tested has
been exposed to AIDS. A positive AIDS test does
not mean a person has AIDS, but he or she has been
exposed and could develop it in the future.

As oflate February, a while after Magic Johnson shared with the world that be is IDV-positive, 60 students a week
were taking advantage of UNH Health Services' anonymous AIDS testing and counseling (TNH Staff photo).

Registrar's office hit by layoffs
February 6, 1992
Forty-five members of UNH' s operating staff
attended a highly-emotional staff Speak-Up to
discuss problemssuchasde fidentsalaries, unequal
treatment and lack of respect.
Operating Staff Council Member Sue
Ducharme argued that despite the apparent lack of
funds, UNH does have money. "This year $15
million was granted by the state for the new Life
Science building, with a matching $15 million
coming from the federal government," she said.
Another $5 million was granted by the state for
renovations and capital improvements. There·is also
a possibility of a $60 million bond over five years for
more capital improvements, according to Ducharme.
''That's $95 million -none of it for staff."
Ducharme said UNH needs $4 million to bring
staff salaries up to market levels. Another $5 million would allow Operating Staff members to do
the work that matches their job descriptions, she
said. Ducharme argued that this $9 million is only
8.5 percent of the $95 million allotted for capital
expenditures.
But according to UNH President Dale
Nitzschke, who attended the first half hour of the
Speak Out, "Progress is clearly being made."

March 26, 1992
Instead of watching two of their colleagues
lose their jobs, seven employees at the Registrar's
office have agreed to pay cuts.
Tentatively, on July 1, the undergraduate
Registrar's office and the Division of Continuing
Education office are scheduled to combine offices.
Some officials say the merge will increase the
efficiency of the Registrar's office and save money.

But the savings were to come from the elimination of two positions, which won't be needed
when the two offices merge. Instead, Registrar
Stephanie Thomas suggested the pay reductions
just before spring break.
"Seven people in the office will have five to 20
percent taken off-enough to equal two salaries,"
said Thomas, who hopes the pay cuts are a "temporary measure."
Joan J_ennings, education assistant in the
graduate office, also located in the Registrar's
office, is taking a pay cut. She said that rather than
see someone lose their total income, particularly
during the recession, she decided she could afford
to reduce the time she worked.
Jennings said that her children are grown and
out of college, so it is easier for her. But, she said,
some people in the office have young children to
support. "Anytime you give up salary, there is an
impact,'' she said.

April 3, 1992
Three employees at the Registrar's office were
notified that they may lose their jobs within 90
days.
According to Walter Eggers, vice president for
Academic Affairs, the positions may be eliminated
in order to save a total of $110,000, including
salaries and benefits.
Eggers said more jobs may have to be eliminated. However, Nitzschke said he does not want
to go through with laying off the people in the
Registrar's office.
"I am still in the process of reviewing all of the
UNH budgets," he said. He said his preference is
to find ways to bring the budget down without
letting people go.

"If we can't do that, then the notices will stand,"

Nitzschke said. "I've not given up on developing
a plan so that [laying people off] does not occur."
Eventually the three registrar positions will
have to go, Nitzschke said. But he said he would
rather just not fill these positions after people
move on to other jobs or retire.
Eggers said that last spring the Resource Allocation Task Force located areas to cut in order to
save money. He said since the Registrar's office has
become automated, it is possible to eliminate positions.
He said the University will try to help the three
find other positions, either at another location on
campus or elsewhere. He said the hiring freeze will
hopefully prevent more positions from being
eliminated.
One employee in the Registrar's office, who
didn't want to be identified, said sadness has given
way to anger in the T-Hall administration. The
staff feels as if the administration lied to them; the
staff would take pay cuts so no one would lose his
or her job, the source said.
Linda Worden, who works in the Registrar's
Office, said losing her job would change her life.
She said the time she has taken to build her
career is now "almost totally ruined." She has
worked 12 years at UNH,six years in the School for
Lifelong Leaming and six years in the Registrar's
office.
"My two daughters won't be able to finish
college," she said.
Worden said it is difficult to come in to work
and concentrate, knowing she may be let go.
She warns other UNH employees to watch out.
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Student_b ody elections spark controversy
March

31,

1992

Campaign Season Begins

April

17,

1992

Runoff election needed

The student body elections started off
innocently enough with the first two Meet the
Candidates nights, March 30 and April 1.
The two tickets, Mark Fischler /Sarah
Broadmeadow and Taylor Horowitz/Gavin
Behrman, emphasized the need for students to
increase communication among themselves and
with the faculty and administration.
Horowitz said, as outsiders to the established
system of student government, he and Behrman
can get what students need. Behrman, candidate
for student body vice president, pointed to
students' needs in activities programming.
Fischler stressed his and Broadmeadow's
experience working with each other, other students
and the administration.

No ticket received a majority of the vote so a
runoff election between the top two tickets is
necessary.
The Fischler /Broadmeadow ticket received 49
percent of the votes and Horowitz/Behrman
received 35 percent.
Final tallies showed 3,250 students voting,
about 300 fewer than last year. Fischler/
Broadmeadowreceived 1,618votesandHorowitz/
Behrman received 1,164 votes. Write-in candidates
South/Regan garnered 294 votes.
Although the voter turnout for this year's
student body presidential election was not as large
as last year's, it was better than expected, according
to J.P. Kachaluba, election coordinator.
Kachaluba said various write-in tickets received
the highest number of write-in votes in election
April 7, 1992
history, at 14.4 percent of the total votes.
Horowitz said both tickets were "worn out"
Write-ins South/Regan join race
from the campaigning and hoped it would all be
over. Behrman said he really feels badly for the
Jayne South and Kati Regan announce students who participated in the election.
their candidacy.
"We had been telling them to go out and vote and
now they have to do it all over again,"
April 10, 1992
Behrman said.

Candidates defend qualifications
The candidates from the Horowitz/
Fischler /Broadmeadow
and
Behrman
tickets come under fire for what they have
listed as their qualifications.
·Horowitz has a handout that says he was a
member of the Model United Nations Team and a
staff reporter for The New Hampshire. He has been
accused by soµ1e students of never holding these
positions.
Broadmeadow has been accused by members
of the student senate of holding a position on the
Affirmative Action Committee without getting
the approval of the senate.
their
defended
candidates
Both
.
qualifications as valid.
election
senate
the
of
Co-chairperson
committee, Jen Pepin, resigns because of alleged
harassment from the candidates.

April

21,

1992

Campaign tactics debated
The 1992 student body elections were
embarrassing,
and
unsportsmanlike
according to Malinda Lawrence and Sue
Reid, current student body president and
vice president.
Over the past few weeks, the Mark
Fischler /Sarah Broadmeadow and Taylor
Horowitz/Gavin Behrman campaigns have
engaged in unnecessary put downs,
Lawrence said.
"This is the first time in my experience
that a campaign has been investigated,"
Lawrence said. "Actually, this is the first
time in four years this has gone to a hearing
as it did on Friday."
According to Lawrence, candidates ~re
more concerned about winning than the JOb
they'll have to do once they're elected.
Reid said the campaign troubles are so
because it "negatively
embarrassing
reflects on our own student senate."
''It makes us lo.ck pretty bad when even
our own members can't obey the rules,"
Reid said. "Some people believe that they
(the candidates) should in fact be removed
from the ballot."

April

21,

1992

Election conduct board
gives second chance

rite-ins Jayne South and Kati Regan garnered a
smable number of votes (TNH file photo).

Despite numerous campaign violations
by both sides, no ticket will be disqualified from
Wednesday's runoff election.
The committee decided to give the
candidates a second chance, starting with
a clean slate. However, both tickets have
been clearly warned that if they receive even one
incident report, it will result in immediate
disqualification.

Mark Fischler and Sarah Broadmeadow were defeated
in a runoff election (TNH file photo).

Kachaluba said there is plenty of evidence to
warrant disqualification, but he does not believe
"it would be judicious to remove any one candidate
from the ballot. It would set things aflame and
wouldn't benefit any ofus, the senate or the student
body."
The election conduct board investigated
several incidents of campaign violations filed
against this year's student body presidential and
vice presidential candidates.
According to information provided by the
election committee, violations against the Fischler/
Broadmeadow ticket include:
• one report of personal harassment of an election
coordinator,
• four reports of using the senate for campaigning
.
.
purposes,
• two reports of campaign paraphernalia at votmg
stations,
•one report of inappropriate advertising in the
residence halls.
Violations against the Horowitz/Behrman
ticket include:
• one report of personal harassment of an election
coordinator,
• one report of defacing Fischler /Broadmeadow
fliers,
• one report of distributing campaign leaflets at a
voting station.

April

24,

1992

Horowitz/ Behrman win runoff
In what could be termed a come-from-behind
victory, Taylor Horowitz and Gavin Behrman
defeated Mark Fischler and Sarah Broadmeadow
in the runoff election for student body president
and vice president.
The Horowitz/Behrman team won by 15 votes,
garnering 50.4 percent, or 1,031 votes.
"I thought we were going to lose. When the
phone call came in, I couldn't believe it," Behrman
said. "The people that really felt strongly about us
went out and voted, and for the people that voted
against us, next year we'll prove to them that we' re
the best choice."
The Fischler /Broadmeadow ticket has asked
for a recount of last week's ballots. Candidates
have one week from the time official results are
tallied to ask for a recount.
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Continued from page 4

April 24, 1992
Computer and human errors
add to confusion
Computer glitches appear to have caused
a few problems with the initial student body
presidential elections held April 14 and 15.
The conflict involves the new computer system
used to tally the votes in the election this year.
According to reports from the student senate
office, VideoTex computers showed 410 fewer votes
than the 3,250 in the ballot boxes.
Student Body President Malinda Lawrence
said she suspects the difference was caused by
problems student senate members had with
recording the votes.
Brian Taillon, a student senator and
election committee member, attributed the
confusion to the fact that so many of this
year's election committee was young and
unfamiliar with the VideoTex computers that were
used for voting.
Kachaluba said that senators should have paid
more attention to training.

April 28, 1992
1992 results finalized
The student senate voted to approve the runoff
election results with 30 in favor, 13 opposed and
four abstentions.
At the meeting, senators debated among
themselves about the problems encountered during
the elections. Some who voted against the approval UNH's newest student body leaders, Taylor Horowitz and Gavin Behrman (TNH file photo).
pointed at campaign violations and a "lack of
structure" as the reasons why they did so. Others
''Friendship is one thing and a campaign is
just wanted the elections tc be over, and the healing another thing," newly-elected Student Body
May 1, 1992
to begin.
President Taylor Horowitz explained. "You don't
Changes for next year's election process
let them come together."
"It's going to take another year to make a
April 28, 1992
Changes in next year student elections will
difference," Horowitz promised. ''Things are going
the addition of traditional voting booths,
include
to start changing around here."
New president and vice president
Every good president needs a good vice better communicatio n among candidates and the
Speak Out
president, and according to Gavin Behrman, they' re election committee and a re-wording of the senate
not going to make "distinctions" between the constitution to clarify election rules and
All the candidates apologized for the bitterness
offices because they're going to "work together." responsibilities.
at the debate and Horowitz said he hopes people
"I am not going to watch someone go through
"We are very different people with a common
that.
beyond
look
will
what I had to go through," said Horowitz.
goal," Behrman said.

UNH challenges chemical fines
• Failed to keep annual records of the use and
_
February 13, 1992
disposal of PCBs on campus.
• Failed to mark a PCB transformer to warn the fire
In response to the EPA's proposed $236,200
Ul\TH will contest $236,200 in fines proposed
department of the presence of PCBs.
for hazardous chemical violations, UNH is
fines
by the Environmenta l Protection Agency (EPA) • Kept PCB waste stored for longer than the
planning to phase out all transformers containing
for violations of toxic chemical regulations.
allowable one year.
of 1992.
According to Stephen Larson, director of the • Prepared a faulty manifest for a shipment of PCBs. PCBs by the end
that the process would cost
estimated
Larson
department of Environmenta l Health and Safety
"It is the position of UNH that at no time has between $30,000 and $40,000 to remove all of the
at UNH, University officials will request a meeting there been a threat to human health or the
transformers.
with the EPA next week.
environment from the presence of PCB oils on
Of the University's 100 transformers, three are
The chemicals, polychlorinat ed biphenyls campus," Larson said.
"PCB transformers, " while others may
actual
(PCBs), are no longer manufactured but are still
EPA attorney Thomas Olivier disagreed. contain traces of PCBs that can barely be detected,
commonly found in electric transformers built ''These violations presented substantial risks to
Larson said.
before 1979.
the public health," he said. However, the violations
In 1979, the federal government began did not result in any actual release of PCBs, he said.
l\1arch 6, 1992
regulating the use of PCBs, which are suspected
handed
has
office
regional
EPA
the
said
Olivier
UNH has decided to fight the $236,200 in fines
carcinogens and known causes of liver ailments, out fines ranging between $5,000 and $1.2 million.
dermatitis, and chloracne, a persistent skin rash. He said the proposed UNH fine is "in the high proposed by the EPA for toxic chemical violations.
UNH and the EPA have agreed to discuss the
On Jan. 14, the EPA alleged that UNH violated range."
the
concerning PCBs. Negotiations are
to
charges
According
federal regulations in five areas.
UNH has until Feb. 4 to respond to the agency's
expected to begin within the month, according to
EPA complaint, the University:
allegations, according to Olivier.
Olivier.
• Failed to inspect eight PCB transformers for leaks.

January 31, 1992
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Budget cuts plague UNH
Budget woes hampered the University
System of New Hampshire throughout the year.
Administrators found themselves grappling
with a $3 million shortfall when school opened in
September. Cuts were made to all University departments, with reductions seen in academics,
athletics and students services.
Then, in October, the state legislature cut an
nearly $4 million dollars in state aid from USNH
over the course of two years. UNH' s share of this
cut was $1.3 million a year.
Administrators are bracing for another tough
year when school opens in September 1992. Early
projections indicate UNH could face a $3.5 million
deficit next year.

September 6, 1991
Faced with a revenue shortfall in the coming
fiscal year, UNH passed a budget that includes
nearly $3 million in cuts.
Significant cuts will be seen in many areas,
resulting in the elimination of a number of university positions and reductions in academics, athletics, and student services.
Cuts were caused by increases in employee
fringe benefits, salaries, utilities, repairs and renovations, various departmental supplies, equipment, and library books.
The University's Board of Trustees approved a
$120.5 million budget for the 1992 fiscal year in
June-an increase of nearly $7 million from last
year's budget. However, because the University's
expenses rose nearly $3 million more than its income, cuts resulted.
Despite the cuts to the University this year,
UNH President Dale Nitzschke and other members of the administration said they were encouraged that the situation wasn't worsened by a large
drop in enrollment and reductions in state aid,
which rose nearly $1 million.
UNH's state aid rose 3.3 percent, from $37
million to $37.9 million. 'The (state) leadership
and the legislature came through and supported
higher education," Nitzschke said. "I think we
faired quite well."

. . .

The graduates...

In mid-July, the UNH athletic department announced that women's tennis and men's wrestling
were cut to meet new budget restrictions. This
meant that 38 athletes--26 in wrestling and 12 in
tennis-had to find a new school or quit playing.
Terminating tennis is expected to save $14,000.
Women's tennis probably will not be reinstated within the next three years, according to
Judy Ray, women's athletic director. Women's
outdoor track has been reclassified. The move is
expected to save $10,000.
The elimination of wrestling is expected to
save $28,500. There are no plans to reinstate wrestling, said Gilbert Chapman, men's athletic director.
''There's no question that athletics got hit hard,"
Chapman said. "We are reaching the point where
we will no longer be able to provide a viable
(athletic) program."

Here's looking at you-.

November 22, 1991
The Board of Trustees' Financial Affairs Committee unanimously approved a proposal to authorize USNH schools to use tuition money from ,
this year's high enrollment to lessen the impact of
the recent budget cuts.
On Tuesday, board members and representatives from Keene State, Plymouth State and UNH
met to discuss possible ways of meeting October's
3.5 percent cut, which will reduce the USNH budget by $4 million.
Although UNH will be able to use excess tuition money to compensate for half of this year's
$1.3 million loss, cuts "will still devastating effects
on the campus," according to Schnur.
I

September 19, 1991

January 24, 1992

Due to cuts in the Student Affairs budget,
Health Services will not receive funding from UNH
this year.
Because of the cut, Health Services will receive
$171,000 less than last year from the University.
The cut accompanies Health Services' move
from a partial auxiliary organization to a full
auxiliary. No personnel, structural, or program
changes are planned, according to David Regan,
associate director of Administration and Planning
at Health Services.
Vice President for Student Affairs Dan DiBiasio
said the move was part of the University's "task to
recover revenue" as a result of budget difficulties.
The cut was part of the total $541,000 removed
from the Student Affairs budget.

When last semester ended, UNH was just coming to grips with its budget after the New Hampshire Legislature decided to take back over $1
million in state aid.
Now, with a new semester underway, a plan
has been developed to make up the $1.3 million
UNH has lost.
UNH' s plan calls for expense cuts and the use
of extra tuition money to make up for the loss of
state funding that occurred in late October.

October 25, 1991
In an effort to combat an anticipated state

deficit, the state Legislative Fiscal Committee voted
Wednesday to cut nearly $4 million in aid to the
University System of New Hampshire (USNH)
over the next two years.
The cuts, part of a $12 million package affecting agencies throughout the state, mean a loss of
$1.3 million a year for UNH over the next two
years, according to Bob Kertzer, chairman of the
UNH Budget and Planning Committee and a
me111ber of the UNH Resources Allocation Task
Force.
Nitzschke said a task force would next week
begin looking into how the University will deal
with the new cuts.
''We just don't know at this point," Nitzschke
said. ''We know it's not good, that's for sure."

November 1991

Graduating TNH staffers (left to right) : Linda Hyatt, Joe
Flynn, Marie Dagostino, Birger Dahl, Dave Olson, Lisa
Viall, Deanna Dumam, Shauna Sipe and Rebecca
Gombert. Not shown: Melissa Bane, Steve Lankier, Paul
F.dwards, Heather Osborne. Phil Fujawa, Ken Stremsky,
Jim Mouw and everyone else. Congratulations! (Lloyd
Triggs/lNH Staff photo).

situation. Over the next two years, New Hampshire faces a $200 million deficit.

While New Hampshire colleges receive less
state funding than any other state but one, many
legislators still think the University System is sufficiently funded.
According to a study done by the Center for
Higher Education at Illinois State University that
appeared in the Nov. 6, 1991 issue of The Chronicle
for Higher Education, the state of New Hampshire
ranks 49th out of 50 states in the amount of money
the state appropriates to higher education. Only
Vermont ranks lower.
Despite this statistic, state legislators on New
Hampshire's Fiscal Committee, which recently
approved a $4 million cut to USNH, expressed
mixed feelings toward the funding of higher education as it relates to the state's worsening fiscal

• • •

If some members of the state Legislature have
their way, the money axed from USNH' s budget in
late October could be returned.
State Sen. Wayne King has proposed a bill that
would give USNH back the 3.5 percent cut in state
aid.
The bill proposed by King was scheduled to go
before the Senate Finance committee early this
week, according to Senate President Ed ward
Dupont.

March 31, 1992
If the state Senate approves a recently-proposed $35 million bill, UNH could get a new
science complex at Pease Air Force base.
King recently proposed a bill that would give
UNH $25 million for a new science complex at
Pease Air Force Base and $10 million for general
improvements to the campus.
King, a UNH alumnus, proposed the bill earlier this semester. The bill is expected to come
before the Senate's budget committee later this
spring, he said.

April 17, 1992
Faced with more cuts in state aid, University
officials are fighting to balance UNH' s budget.
A $3.5 million deficit in next year's budget is
expected, according to Schnur.
Cuts in state aid are one of the factors contributing to the debt, Schnur said. UNH' s state aid
for next year has been cut about $1.4 million, from
$37,943,000 to $36,557,000, he said.
UNH receives its budget in two-year installments. The University tries not to go over budget
in the first year so it will have enough money for
the second year, according to Malinda Lawrence,
former student body president.
The second yearofbudgeting is usually tougher
because "there is nowhere to go," if the University
runs out of money, Lawrence said.
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Sexual assault, harassment concerns on campris ·
September 30, 1991

Sexual assault is not rare on college campuses.
According to FBI statistics, one out of every four
college women is sexually assaulted. In addition, one
out of every five males and one out of every four
females will be sexually assaulted by the age of 18.
At colleges around the country, many people
have difficulty understanding sexual assault.
Sexual assault is often tagged as date rape, and
statistics state that date rape is more common than
stranger rape.
In the case of rape, Jane Stapleton, coordinator
for direct services at SHARPP, "Police say 85 percent of the victims know their assailants." In the
past two years, UNH has statistically shown high
sexual assault rates on campus, according to
Stapleton. She attributed the higher statistics to the
fact that UNH reports sexual assault incidents
while most schools don't.

January 31, 1992
Recommendations that would have drastically
cut down the frequency of the release of UNH
sexual assault statistics have been stalled as the
administration takes another look at how to best
report campus crime statistics.
The changes-brought to the administration
last November by Dan DiBiasio, vice president for
Student Affai:rs--called for reporting sexual assault
statistics only twice a year. The statistics would
only include sexual assaults that occurred on
campus and would not include statistics from
other years.
But DiBiasio said this week that those ideas are
now in limbo, largely because of #very sincere and
appropriate concerns" of students and staff who
felt the changes were limiting and detrimental to

significantly during the current school year.
SHARPP statistics released yesterday showed
20 more cases of sexual assault were reported this
academic year than last year.
A total of 52 sexual assaults were reported to
SHARPP this year, according to Stapleton.
However, Stapleton said statistics compiled by
SHARPP include reports of sexual assaults that
may have occurred any time during a student's
time in college.
Of the total, 22 rapes reportedly occurred this
year.
Although the number of stranger rapes reported was nearly the same as last year, 18 more
acquaintance rapes were reported. A total of 46
acquaintance rapes were reported this year, according to SHARPP's statistics.
Stapleton said this figure was "alarming" in
that it shows acquaintance rape continues to be a
problem on campus.
University Police Chief Roger Beaudoin said
only two cases were reported to the University
Police during the school year.
"I would like to have more cases reported,
investigated and prosecuted," Beaudoin said.
However, Beaudoin said he understands that corning forward can be difficult for victims.
"It should be an issue that everyone is conMay 5, 1992
cerned with," Beaudoin said. "There is no place
that is 100 percent safe."
particularly
The number of sexual assaults
acquaintance rapes - reported to SHARPP rose

harassment on campus.
'There is a lot of grey area when you are talking
about sexual harassment," said Neil Lubow, associate vice president of Academic Affairs. One of the
main concerns is trying to define what has happened.
According to Lubow, Academic Affairs has not
received any harassment complaints that were
false charges.
According to Barbara Montgomery, also an
associate vice president of Academic Affairs, students usually go to the Sexual Harassment and
Rape Prevention Program (SHARPP) with their
concerns of being sexually harassed by a faculty
member. If they believe there is sufficient reason,
the next step is to set a meetingupwith the student
and Montgomery and/ or Lubow.
There are three specific areas that Academic
Affairs looks for that constitutes good reason to
pursue action, according to Montgomery.
1. If the behavior is unwanted and bothers the student
2. If the behavior is of sexual nature.
3. If the behavior is being repeated by the faculty
when a student has asked them to stop.
According to both Montgomery and Lubow,
there has been only one resignation or dismissal as
a result of last year's cases.

UNH.
As it stands now, sexual assault statistics are
reported on a monthly basis with statistics from
past years, according to DiBiasio. The present
procedure also distinguishes between sexual assaults that happen on- and off-campus.
It was DiBiasio's idea that limiting the release
of statistics to twice a year would provide a more
concise picture of crime at UNH because there
would be more time to pool information. In the
past, statistics had been reported inaccurately and
inconsistently by newspapers, he said.

February 20,1992
A female prank caller, who has been harassing
students now for at least four years, begins her
calls under the innocent disguise of a graduate
sociology student conducting a telephone survey.
She continues by asking a person'sstand on such
issues as premarital sex, drinking and abortion.
But then her questions turn graphic and disturbing.
During the school year of 1990-91, many of the
54 reported phone calls were of the survey type,
according to University Police Deputy Paul
Kopreski.
This year there have been a total of about 35
reported harassments, said Kopreski.
Kopreski advises people to hang up immediately if they receive a prank call.
Kopreski said he thinks that the survey caller
most likely has ties to UNH, although he said she
may not call from a location on campus.

March 2, 1992
In the wake of the Clarence Thomas confirmation hearings, UNH addressed the issue of sexual

According to SHARPPstatistics, 22 rapes were reported to their office this year; however, only 2cases were report
to the University police (TNH rt1e photo).
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Tidal wave of presidential candidates engulfs UNH
After months of silence, the race for the United
States presidency began in earnest in the early fall
of 1991.
Paul Tsongas, former senator from
Massachusetts, was the first candidate to declare
his candidacy. Tsongas was also the first candidate
to hit the campaign trail at UNH. After his first
visit on Oct. 10, other candidates started marching
through the MUB.

October 10, 1991
PaulTsongasspok eoutagainstglobal warming
and unveiled his major platforms on energy and
environmental issues.
In the Strafford Room of the MUB, UNH
students, faculty and New Hampshire residents
gathered to watch 1992 election history in the
process.
"I'm an environmentalist. I've always been,"
Tsongas said.
Tsongas described economics as "the major
thrust of my campaign," and applied his economic
theory to his environmental platform. He described
his environmental theory as one of "global
equilibrium."

December 1991
• Democratic presidential hopeful Tom Harkin
gave students a plan for paying for college when
he spoke to about 100 people on Dec. 4 in the
Carroll-Belknap Room. Harkin, an Iowa senator,
called for college students to challenge him and to
invest in America. In return, he said he would set
up a system that would allow college students to
borrow money and pay it off through community
service.
• Democratic presidential hopeful Bill Clinton
said if he were elected, he plans to invest in the
country's future through education. Clinton, the
governor of Arkansas, gave a speech to about 100
people in the MUB Dec. 5.
• Democratic presidential hopeful Jerry Brown
said he believes he can help people make changes
in the country in a speech delivered Dec. 3. Brown,
former governor of California, noted the failures
of the Republicans to protect America. He also
criticized the Gulf War.

registration method, Prince said.
Brown, standing at the podium in a plaid shirt,
"Under the present status of the law, it is a turtleneck and black jeans, told his audience Feb.
impermissa ble for a city or town to establish specific 11 in the MUB that California has the most advanced
criteria to besatisfiedinallcas es before an applicant environmental protection record in the nation.
can be registered to vote," the court ruled.
He said that during his eight years as governor
The ruling applies only to Merrimack County, in the 1980s, California created 2.2 million jobs ~y
butitcouldhavesta tewideapplication s,according protecting the environment. "That is the way to
to Mike Dolan, field director for Rock the Vote.
get jobs," Brown said. "Stop turning the
Dolan said about 33 percent of the cities and environment into a stinking, polluted place."
towns in New Hampshire still use what he called
• Presidential candidate Da Yid stressed his
the "archaic method" of voter registration, which campaign slogan "Health and Freedom for All"
requires a birth certificate as proof of citizenship. during an energetic presentation at the MUB Feb.
Durham is one of those towns, he said.
12, during which he gave part of his speech while
bouncing up and down on a trampoline.
Da Vid, the 44-year-old leader of the Human
February 1992
Ecology Party of Mill Valley, California, stressed
• Promising free health care for all Americans dietandexerciseas thernainpointsofh iscarnpaign.
if elected, Democratic presidential candidate Tom "If people change their diets and exercise more, an
Laughlin called for a "voter revolution" to put the attitude change will occur," he said. "The world
power of democracy back into the people's hands. will become a healthier and better place."
According to Laughlin' s platform, presented
• Controversial independent presidential
at Gibbs Hall Feb. 3, his health care program candidate Lenora Fulani used her speech on Feb.
"would be privately administered with no tax 11 to attack the nation's failing economy and lack
increase of any kind."
of national health care.
• Andre Marrou, Libertarian presidential
In her speech, sponsored by the African
candidate, spread his message of ~imited American Student Organization, Fulani spoke of
governmentandin creasedrightsforth eindividual the important relationship between democracy
Feb. 5 to a gathering of about 35 students at Hunter and the economy.
Hall.
• Hillary Rodharn Clinton said that her
As a Libertarian, Marrou said his philosophy is husband, Democratic presidential candidate Bill
one that is founded on the premise "that people are Clinton, would care for the country every day, not
essentially good and that, left alone, will do what just once a year when elections occur.
is best."
In a 15-minute speech in the Strafford Room of
• When Mark Webster, a sixth grader at Oyster the MUB Feb. 14 afternoon, Clinton told a crowd of
River Elementary School, wanted to pose as 300 students that what happened in 1988 was a
presidential candidate Larry Agran for a project in tragedy. George Bush won his campaign with
his civics class, he was told, "No, Larry Agran isn't Willie Horton ads and by claiming the other guy
a major candidate."
was just no good, she said.
Agran told this story Feb. 12 to UNH Professor
Joshua Meyrowitz's CMN 515 class, Analysis of
February 18, 1992
News. He talked to 50 students about patterns of
media coverage of political campaigns.
Primary Day
• Bettering the environment will create more
• UNH woke up with the nation primary
jobs in America, according to former governor of morning.
California and Democratic presidential hopeful
With New Hampshire in the primary spotlight
Jerry Brown.
on Tuesday, Charles Gibson hosted ABC's show

January 24, 1992
Rock the Vote
• A non-profit organization, Rock the Vote,
announces that rock groups and celebrities may be
making their way through Durham in an attempt
to lure students to vote.
Rock the Vote's purpose is to get more people
ages 18-24 to register in the primary. As ofJanuary,
the group had enlisted almost 3,000 students.
• When William A very complained that he
should be allowed to register to vote in Henniker
without a birth certificate, town administrators
wouldn't listen.
When Avery,a junior at New England College,
took his case to Merrimack County Court, they
changed their minds.
In the case of Avery vs. the town of Henniker,
the court ruled on Feb. 14 to allow students· and
anyone else in Merrimack County to register
without a birth certificate.
However, the town of Durham, which is in
Strafford County, still requires a birth certificate.
William Prince, supervisor of the voter checklist in
the town of Durham, said he had not heard of the
court ruling. The town has not changed its
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Continued from page 8

Good Morning America in the Gables' community
room on campus.
Devoting two hours to discussing the primary,
the show focused on how 120 UNH students felt
about the economic and social problems New
Hampshire residents are experiencing.
Also, many students addressed what they
considered "neglected issues," such as AIDS, the
environme nt and educationa l funding.
According to a show of hands, the majority of
students in the audience were Democrats.
Gibsonalso spokewitha paneloffou rstudents:
Micheal Jutras, a senior at the Whittemor e School
of Business; Frank Whitty, a non-traditi onal
student; Joanne Rodriguez, who works for the
Multicultur al Student Organi.zation; and Marie
Garland, who works at WUNH and student senate.
• In Durham and across New Hampshire , Paul
Tsongas and George Bush came out ahead Tuesday
in the first in the nation's presidentia l primaries.
In Durham, voter turnout was heavy and many
students were surprised by the results, especially
by the strong showing of Republican Pat Buchanan.
On the Democratic side, Durham residents
gave Tsongas the most votes. Bill Clinton. Tom
Harkin, Jerry Brown and Bob Kerrey rounded out
the top five.
Bush earned a big victory, with Pat Buchanan
finishing second.
New York Gov. Mario Cuomo got the most
write-in votes in Durham, receiving 114 in the
Democratic race.
"It wasn't the highest voter turnout we've ever
had," said Linda Ekdahl, Durham town clerk for
the past 23 years. "But it was higher then the last
presidentia l primary."
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Various political supporters brandish their signs outside Oyster River High on primary day (TNH file photo).
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Unfortunately, we are neither rocks nor
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Summer
Special
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If you need someone
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tears and pain,
Call COOL-AID

We {isten ...We care.
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Changing of the Chancellors
USNH at the end of this fiscal year.
"It's a good time for new leadership," Van
Ummersen said yesterday.
She said during her six years in the system, Van
Ummersen has completed all the goals she set for
herself and wishes to move on.
Although she said she has not decided what she
wants to do next in her career, she is interested in finding
a job where she is more connected with students.
"I miss the students," said Van Ummersen,
who started working as a professor at the University of Massachusetts in Boston in 1968. She was a
member of the Massachusetts Board of Regents of
Higher Education in 1986 when she decided to
come to USNH.
UNH President Dale Nitzschke said it is common for administrators to move on from one
challenge to another.

October 22, 1991
The head of the state's system of higher education announced her resignation yesterday morning and decided to leave behind six years of work
in that position.
Claire Van Ummersen, chancellor of the University System of New Hampshire (USNH), said
in her resignation that she has decided to leave

Farrell said U~NH can't ask students to pay
more tuition, and faculty and staff can't be expected to cut back once again.Farrell believes his
experience at other schools and knowledge of the
New Hampshire system will help him work
through some of the system's problems.
Farrell currently chairs the state's Postsecondary Education Commission. He is a state delegate to the
New England Board of Higher Education.

March 27, 1992
The USNH Board of Trustees elected a new
chancellor last week, and his face may be familiar
to some.
Dr. William J. Farrell, president of Plymouth
State College for the past eight years, will move
into the USNH chief executive office on July 1.
Farrell will replace USNH Chancellor Claire A.
Van Ummersen, who announced in October she
would step down from the post. Van Ummersen
has served as chancellor since 1986.
''We really can't look just to state and government to solve all of our problems," Farrell said. He
believes cooperation will help USNH pull though
tough economic times.
Fanell also said he intends to keep the communication lines open between the state university presidents.

Claire Van Ummersen is out of the
Chancellor's ofrtee._ (Courtesy photo).

.. .andDr. William J. Farrell is moving in (Courtesy
photo).
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Students still fighting against tuition hike
February 7, 1992
If four students who filed suit against the University System of New Hampshire win their case,
7,096 people may get $300.
The case appeal, which argues that the University System was unfair when it raised in-state and
New England Regional Compact (NERC) students'
tuition mid-semester in 1990, was heard Wednesday in New Hampshire Supreme Court.
NERC students come to UNH from other outof-state programs because the school a student is
currently attending does not offer course work in
the area the student wishes to study. They pay instate tuition plus 25 percent, said Patrick Fleming,

hearing held in April, the students lost again.
the students' lawyer.
University System counsel Martha Gordon said
Hodges,
The four former students, Jennifer
Joanne Dowd, Michael Wolf and Andrew Gamble, she would prefer not to comment on how the court
are charging the University System violated its reacted, but said, "It was a very interesting and
contract and was in violation of the Consumer lively oral argument."
If the four students win on the first charge,
Protection claim. According to Fleming, this says
Fleming plans to make the case a class action suit,
the University System "falsely advertised."
There is no telling when the decision will be which would force the University System to give
released. However, Fleming said the answer will students back the amounts they paid. If the stuprobably come sometime in May. He said the dents lose on the first, but win on the second,
Fleming plans to file for a full trial to be held in
argument went well.
In May 1990, the former stud en ts lost a hearing Superior Court.
Despite the former students' hopes, the Unithat would allow the students who hadn't paid the
increase to graduate and get course credit anyway, versity System has won in the past two hearings
Fleming said. Almost a year later, in an appeal that were held at Strafford Superior Court.

Main Street businesses falter
November 19, 1991
Durham Bank swarmed with activity over the
weekend as its new owners sifted through the
bank's records in order to prepare for Monday's
opening.
On Friday afternoon, the bank shut down for
good. After gaining the approval of Merrimack
County Supreme Court, the FDIC moved in, took
over the bank and sold it for $1.7 million to the
Granite Bank, which is based in Keene.
As a result of the takeover, Durham Bank on
Main Street was closed at 3 p.m. Friday. The ATM
machine out front was shut down until 6:30 p.m.
Friday.
Expressions ranged from disappointme nt to
disgust on Friday, as patrons of Durham Bank
approached its locked doors. They were greeted
by taped notices, informing them of the bank's
closing, and an FDIC security guard.
"I'm outraged - I can't believe this," said
Meredith Cleasby, a UNH senior who had
been a patron of Durham Bank since her fresh-

January 24, 1992
Among the busy restaurants and crowed stores
on Main Street this week, returning students may
have noticed a dormant and somewhat disturbing
roomful of empty tables.
Glory Days restaurant and bar, a favorite stop
of many who frequent Durham's limited downtown scene, closed its doors over winter break.
Now, broken windows and leftover New Year's
Eve signs paint a desolate picture of what some
considered the best bar in town.
Both the reason for the closing and the fate of
the property are unclear.
Joining Glory Days at the newly-deserte d East
end of Main Street is the recently-closed Super
Convenience Store, commonly known as Bread
and Butter.
The fate of the chicken, grocery and beer stop
is a little more certain than that of its dormant

neighbor across the street.
The assets of the store were seized by First NH
Bank on Jan. 14 after the store defaulted on a loan,
according Donald Brabant, vice president of First
NH Banks.

No more Glory Dae oa Main Street as the fawrite lwaput became aaotbercasualty oftbe economy (nd Stripbas/
TNH Staff photo).

Brabant said his bank is currently attempting
to sell the property.
The clothing shop Cotton 'n' More also closed
recently.
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Troubles on Young Drive
borhood by a police barricade with 30 officers. the face or whatever. We wanted to avoid a conAccording to juniorstudentsena torTammySmith, frontation, so I made the decision to stop it."
Just after midnight on Sunday, Sept. 8, Durham students have complained that police were peerStudents were only able to enter if they could
Police officers found two injured students on the ing into house windows and harassing students at prove they were a resident with a copy of their
pavement between Bayview and Young Drive. the makeshift barricade.
lease, Smith said.
The two students alleged that they had been in an
Durham Police Chief Paul Gowen said Young
Sometime around 12:30 that night the barrialtercation with another student.
Drive has been blocked before. Gowen said public cade was lowered.
safety was his primary concern.
Gowen said a blockade isn't something he'd
October 4, 1991
"In my experience, it's not uncommon to have choose every weekend, but noted that there were
Students are using Bayview Road,a residential 1,500 to 2,000. people down there," Gowen said. "significantly fewer'' arrests on Young Drive this
neighborhood, for a shortcut as they make their "I've had officers injured down there - kicked in year than last year.
way to and from Young Drive. The results are
excessive noise, vandalism, and theft.
Much of the blame for the Young Drive/
Bayview Road controversy is falling on the head of
the Young Drive landlord, Walter Fischer.
Walter Fischer, landlord and owner of the
Fischer Real Estate agency in Dover who rents the
Young Drive houses, said he is cooperating 100
percent with the town of Durham and UNH.
Fischer said he has told his tenants not to
blame him if the University reacts to them violating the student conduct codes.
According to the Durham Police Department,
patrols have been stepped up on Young Drive on
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday nights. Anyone
caught on the path between Young Drive and
Bayview Road will be charged with criminal
trespassing, police said.

September 11, 1991

,

October 14, 1991
Young Drive residents spent more than an
hour in the cold, barred from entering the neigh-

Young Drive has been the focus or tension between UNH students and Durham locals for some time, but police

say fewer arrests have been made there this year(TNH me photo).

Bhutto calls for worldwide democracy
September 25, 1991

"Freedom is a universal ideal that lives in the first woman prime minister of any Islamic Nation.
_ hearts
of men and women everywhere," said
She remained in office for 20 months until she

Before a c;rowd of about 1,500 people packed Bhutto, speaking in the Granite State Room of the was ousted by a military
coup that rose from a
into a room with a capacity for 934, Benazir Bhutto, MUB. "People want to make the fundamental deep-rooted fundamentalism
in the country.
former prime minister of Pakistan, roused three decisions of their lives; they don't want dictators
While in office, she reformed and instigated
standing ovations for the cause of democracy making choices for them."
many changes in Pakistan's military dictatorship
against dictatorship.
In 1988, Bhutto made history by becoming the style of government that preceded her. She
implemented many democratic practices, such as
reinstating freedom of speech, allowing trade and
student unions and beginning a program of heal th
care and education throughout Pakistan.
As prime minister, Bhutto said human rights
were a top priority of her government. She said not
one political opponent was imprisoned. While in
office, she funded education and health care, freed
political prisoners, nurtured the newly-founded
democracy and fought for women's rights in Pakistan.
"The victory was not just for me or for Pakistan, but of the idea that the men and women of
Islam are equal," said Bhutto.
When her government was overthrown, Bhutto
said she was taken aback by the discrimination
instituted against women in the new regime. She
said there was a law passed saying there was no
difference between rape and adultery. The dictatorship also said a woman's destiny was worth
half that of a man's, she said.
"My success was a tremendous boo t for
women," said Bhutto. In Pakistan the literacy rate
for the country in general is 27 percent, but only 1
percent of the women are literate, she said. Providing social protection and economic opportunity
for women became two of her goals while in office.
Currently, as head of the Pakistan People's
Party, Bhutto said she is working to reclaim deBenazir Bhutto, former prime minister of Pakis~ made history in 1988 by becoming the first woman
mocracy for Pakistan and build an association of
prime minister of any Isfamic nation. She spoke to a crowd oft,500 at UNH in September (TNH file photo).
democratic nations to help fragile democracies.
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Greek system copes with changes
UNH' s Greek system seems to look different
every year.
This past year, many houses left UNH, while
some were reinstated. The debate that lasted over
a year and a half over the controversial 11 -point
plan ended when it was finally signed in March.
The 11-point plan was proposed in 1990 by J.
Gregg Sanborn, who was then dean for Student
Affairs. The plan was proposed in an attempt to
improve the Greek system.

September 12, 1991
Dan DiBiasio, vice president for Student Affairs, reopened discussion of the 11-point plan by
calling for a 60-day "comment period," which
began Sept. 4. This period will allow Greeks to give
their input on the plan.
The final policy recommendations are expected
to be made by Dec. 4, DiBiasio said.
Although establishing the comment period
was not his decision, Sanborn said it is "a reasonable approach."
DiBiasio has scheduled meetings with the
different Greek houses that he and Betsy Parente,
Greek adviser and assistant director of Student
Activities, will attend. Parente said the meetings
will "allow comments to be made directly to him
(DiBiasio)."
DiBiasio and Parente met with Alpha Tau
Omega fraternity Tuesday night. ATO brother Eric
Smith said DiBiasio' s efforts and the meeting were
both "steps in the right direction, but whether or
not he stays open to our ideas remains to be seen."

October 11, 1991
President Dale Nitzschke and DiBiasio met
with 60 Greeks Monday night in the basement of
Phi Kappa Theta to talk about changes in the Greek
system.
"I want to tum around my anti-Greek image,"
Nitzschke said. ''You really do have an administration that will work with you to achieve your
goals, but we have to meet each other halfway to
achieve them."
Several students in the audience said that
taking away pledge classes as punishment was a
contradiction to working together.
''When you take away our pledge classes, it
crushes the house," said one audience member.
"There is no new blood, no new motivation."
The audience member suggested comnumity service or educational programs as an alternative
form of punishment.
Nitzschke said he and the Greeks should decide
what would be the most effective technique. "If
taking away pledge classes isn't it, then we have to
decide what is."

January 30, 1992
The 11-point plan for the improvement of the
Greek system should be ready for signatures by
the end of February, according to administrator s.
As the Greek system readies for its spring rush,
10 of the 11 "standards for improvement " proposed
by Sanborn in the fall of 1990 have been unofficially
adopted, DiBiasio said.
The last sticking point is the establishing of
live-in advisers at all Greek houses, according
Parente. All sorority houses currently have live-in
advisers, she said.
DiBiasio said the University would like to see
all live-in advisers in place by the fall of 1993.
"There is a lot of resistance from students on

Sigma Beta's back this year. After a year-long abscence, the fraternity was reinstated on Dec. 10 (TNH ftle photo).

this point," Parente said. Some houses, she said,
are wary of having what they see as a "police
officer in residence."
Parente said live-in advisers "would act as a
voice of reason and be a resource for fraternities, as
well as a liaison with the University."
Individual houses would pay for the advisers,
Parente said.
DiBiasio expects the 11-point plan to be signed
by members of the Greek system and the University administratio n within the next few weeks.

March 5, 1992
After more than a year and a half of discussion
and debate, the 11-point plan for the Greek system
was finally signed.
In a meeting last week, fraternity and sorority
presidents and members of the administratio n
reached agreement on the plan for improving the
Greek system.
The agreement was signed by the presidents of
nine fraternities and six sororities, as well as the
presidents of the Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC)
and the Panhellenic Council
Theadministr ationhasagre ed to 11 incentives
to help support the system, according to the
agreement.
DiBiasio said the University is willing to help
houses that have a problem paying for a live-in
adviser. All houses will be required to have a livein adviser by September 1993.
Signing the 11-point plan "marks a new era in
the relationship between the University and the
Greek system," DiBiasio said.
"We have a clear set of understandin gs of what
is expected of each other, and we' re going to commit
to them."
ill think some houses felt that no matter what

happened, it was going to get forced upon us,"
said Jennifer Buckley, president of Alpha Chi
Omega. 'We didn't really have a decision."
IFC president Craig Welch said, "The University is working very well with us and being very
patient with us." The UNH administratio n is more
open-minded and patient with its Greek system
than most other universities in the country, he said.
Changes in the houses over the year:
• In mid-September, Delta Zeta sorority was
suspended from UNH. The house was placed on
probation in October 1990 and had to follow sanctions for the rest of the year. After reviewing chapters on probation, the national office of Delta Zeta
called to say that UNH's chapter was suspended.
Delta Zeta sisters hope to have their chapter back
by next year.
• In late September, Pi Kappa Alpha (PIKE)
fraternity stepped out from under the University's
umbrella to become a local fraternity: Gamma
Gamma Gamma. The former PIKE had UNH recognition suspended in April 1991, following several incidents of alcohol violations. According to
director of PIKE national fraternity, the suspension was supposed to be temporary, but PIKE
became a local chapter before the suspension could
be lifted.
• As of November, Acacia fraternity will have
to deal with the criminal system if any future
hazing or alcohol problems occur. The fraternity is
no longer recognizecfby UNH because of a hazing
incident, which occurred in April 1991.
• Sigma Beta was reinstated on Dec. 10, after a
year-long leave of absence that resulted from alcohol violations.
• In February, after Delta Chi's national office
wanted to reorganize the fraternity because of a
budget problem, the chapter decided to dissolve.
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Beware lists appear and reappear
March 10, 1992
"Beware lists" have sparked controversy after
surfacing on bathroom walls around campus at
the beginning of the fall semester, according to
Jane Stapleton of SHARPP (Sexual Harassment
and Rape Prevention Program).
Beware lists, found in women's bathrooms,
list names of male UNH students and faculty
members accused of sexually harassing or assaulting women. The lists in the bathrooms in Hamilton
Smith Hall contain fewer than 10 names.
Some students expressed anger, saying that
writing names on the walls was unfair and possibly illegal. Others expressed sadness, saying it was
one of the only ways women could protect themselves.

May 5, 1992
After the March 10 The New Hampshire article

about· the lists was printed, the janitorial staff
removed the writing from the walls.
John Murphy, an attorney with Coffey Legal
Services, which services full-time undergraduates
at UNH, said the only way legal action could be
brought against the University by the men whose
names appear in the stalls is if "the school condoned
or allowed the accusations to be communicated
through some process directly in control of the
University," he said.
"I don't see how the University would be
responsible for nameless, faceless people," he said.
Murphy said UNH'sonlyobliga tion is to make
sure the ~ritings are removed from the stalls.
He said thathehasnothada nycases that relate
to the ''beware lists." "The problem is that it is an
improper forum. It seems to me that they're defacing property. It's not a proper way of free
speech," he said.
· "It may be their only outlet, I don't know," he
said. "If what they're saying is true, they should
accuse the people openly."

Murphy said that the writers could suffer consequences of defamation.
·
Chris Burns-DiBiasio, director of affirmative
action, said she felt that the bathrooms are one
form of communication among women, "but it's
limited. First of all, it's not fair to the people whose
names are there," she said.
·
"We shouldn't be defacing property," she said.
"It may be a frustration of the system, but people
can tell myself, SHARPP, (Associate Vice President
for Academic Affairs) Neil Lubow, or any faculty
member or staff member who they can trust."
"Maybe all we'll get in the beginning is an
anonymous phone call, but then we can move
forward," she said.
"The lists are not sufficient. I encourage
somebody to take the time and have the courage to
tell someone. The problem will not stop unless
people who can do something are told," BurnsDiBiasio said.
But according to Phil Wright, housekeeping
supervisor, some of the lists have reappeared.

Mint of money spent on MUB renovations
September 26, 1991
A few weeks from now, students may start
seeing an unusual number of excited people leaving
the MUB. It will be because the MUB basement,
after four years of vacancy, will be a functional
student center.
The MUB basement will soon be filled by student organization offices not yet specifically designated, meeting rooms, an entertainment center
with a small stage and a food service cafe with
seating.
In addition, an instructional television setting
and control room will fill about one third of the
basement. Other features include handicap access
to all levels, bathrooms and a prominent back
entrance with a marquee.
The $720,000 project is a joint effort of the MUB
Board of Governors, campus planning and a student senate committee.

WUNH 91.J FM, UNH's radio station, will receive a $100,000 facelift. The MUD bas gone through some major
renovations over the past few years (TNH file photo).

February 25, 1992

March 3, 1992

January 24, 1992
Plans that could.cost as much as $120,000 to
It even smells new.
renovate WUNH were presented to the MUB Board
The ultramodern remodeling of the MUB of Governors Thursday night.
basement, empty since Channel 11 moved to its
WUNH Business Manager Gavin Behrman
current location in the fall of 1987, is at last open to presented the plans, which include a new studio
students. So go on down, take a look around and for the news department.
don't forget to sniff.
"We are in a state of emergency," Behrman
Some students touring the approximately said. "Basically, what we want it to do is open up
$600,000 renovation can't believe how different WUNH to better serve the public and the Univerthe new facility looks from the rest of the MUB.
sity."

Sales and Marketing Opportunity
with the nation's leader in college
marketing and media services
Excellent

Financial

Rewards

Develop strong skills in sales by selling local
advertisingin University ofNew Hampshire schedule
of classes. Learn management skills and marketing
strategies while implementing on-campus
promotions. Flexible hours. Great beginnings for a
career in the business world start with a position
with American Passage Media Corp. during the 199293 school year. Contact your career placement office
to sign up for an interview to be held on May 15, 1992.

A$105,000 proposal to renovate UNH' sstudent
radio station, WUNH, was approved Saturday
morning by the Student Activity Fee Council
(SAFC).
Money for the renovations may come from the
$58 activity fee that all students are required to pay,
according to Behrman.
"This proposal was approved and not even
amended," Behrman said. ''I am very very happy
aboutit."

NEWMARKET STORAGE
''Your One Stop Moving Center''

• Mini-Bins all sizes - why haul your stuff home?

1.;i1: 1rmB~ -1i :I
• Packing supplies, boxes, dollies, & furniture pads

U-HA UL:

Only U-HAUL Moving- Van• Have
. I.ow Deeb Aud Gentle-Ride Suspenaloua.

A;;~

,4i,,il
r~ -•--.
~

• Call to reserve trailer & truck rentals
- ONE WAY AND LOCAL 133 Exeter Road, Route 108 (603) 659 - 7959

On Tuesday, May 12 at
12:30 p.m., the UNH
carillon in T-hall will play
some compositions by
students in Theory 1.
Works will include
canons and imitative
exercises by M. Quirk, D.
Wyman, J. Provan, G.
Adams, A. Belyea,, S .
Thornbury, M. Devine, J.
Hazel, and M. Robidoux.
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Hiring freeze puts VP search on ice
September 16, 1991
The search for a permanent vice president for
Student Affairs begins with the establishment of a
search committee.
Dan DiBiasio is serving as the temporary vice
president for Student Affairs until the committee is
formed and a new vice president is named.
He will not be considered as a candidate for
the position.
The committee is still in its early stages and has
not been formed, according to DiBiasio. He said he
hopes the committee will be functional by early to
mid-October. _
A national search for a candidate to fill the
position will begin after the committee is formed.
DiBiasio said he hopes the position will be filled by
July 1, 1992.
DiBiasio said he thinks there will be positions
on the committee filled by students, faculty, and
staff.
The advertisement and handling of student
applications for the committee will be controlled
by the student senate, he said.
Student Body President Malinda Lawrence said
she hopes "students will play a large role with the
committee and will be well represented on it."
The new vice president for Student Affairs
should be "pro-student," according to Lawrence.
"He must be open and accessible and involved
with student life."

date for the position.
"It allows me to have a greater flexibility in
trying to accomplish things this year, and not have
to worry about being a candidate, as well as the
person in the position," he said.
DiBiasio served as executive assistant to the
president last year. Before he came to UNH, he was
a dean of students at a small college and had a
number of Student Affairs positions at different
universities.
"I really consider it a privilege. I have been and
continue to be enthusiastic about this year," he
said. "It's exciting to try to manage change in an
organization."
DiBiasio said he will devote his attention to
topics such as Greek development, campus life,
the student conduct system and student organizations while he is interim vice president.

March 27, 1992

Dan DiBiasio won't have a replacement soon as the hiring

freeze shelves 156 job applications for his job(TNH file photo).

DiBiasio in the interim position for Student AfThe search is over-temporarily.
appli150
over
fairs.
After months of sifting through
Until the position is filled, DiBiasio said he will
cations, the search committee for the vice president for Student Affairs was told two weeks ago to do what he can to maintain and enhance the division for Student Affairs.
halt the process.
Karol LaCroix, associate dean of Health and
The reason: A hiring freeze.
All administrative positions that are currently Human Services said she and the other 16 members
vacant have been frozen in an effort to save about of the search committee were devastated when
they heard the search had been cancelled. They
$1 million, according DiBiasio.
"The economy has just not perked up," DiBiasio had worked for more than a year on the search, and
said. "It's regrettable that we're in this kind of fiscal had sifted through 156 applications.
situation."
"We got to do the hard work but never got to
The money saved by the hiring freeze will be see the results," LaCroix said.
However, despite the committee's hard work,
to help balance the University budget, which
used
October 11, 1991
currently has a $3 to $4 million shortfall, according Nitzschke said that as long as the budgetary
Dan DiBiasio said he will serve only one year in to DiBiasio.
problems continue, the hiring freeze will remain
the vice president's office. He is still not a candiNitzschke also said it is his intent to keep intact.

Macintosh - Today's Affordable Choice
liili1'&;~~:

~

_:

~

Seniors - Only 11 shopping*
days until graduation!

.I
1l!i

If you are graduating,
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

68030 microprocessor running at 16Mhz
4 megabytes of memory
40 megabyte internal hard disk
Sound input capabilities
Apple System Software
Built in video support
HyperCard Software
Keyboard and mouse

remember this is your last
semester to take
advantage of educational
pricing at the University
Technology Center.

Add an Apple StyleWriter for only $315
or a Personal LaserWriter LS for only $875

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

68030 microprocessor running at 16Mhz
4 megabytes of memory
40 megabyte internal hard disk
Sound input capabilities
Apple System Software
Macintosh 12" RGB monitor
Built in video support
HyperCard Software
Keyboard and mouse

\1111\

/

UNIVERSITY
~ Technology Center

*

Thompson Hall , Room 14A
Monday - Friday • 9 a . m . - 3 p .m .
(603) 862 - 1328 • N.H . (800) 245 -7773

Apple, ~!Jcintosh and the Apple Logo are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.

, ,,,.
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stressed abou t finals?

DUR HAM
BOO K EXC HAN GE
OFF ERI NG TOP
$$C ASH $$
FOR BOOKS
feelin g wipe d out?
36 Main Street
Stude nt I.D. Required

call

cool aid
862-2294

Open Extended Hours During Final Exams
-

--

-

Safe Rides
862-1414
Our last night this semester is Saturday May 9
Safe Rides would like to thank
The Volunteers who make Safe Rides happen
Coast-K arivan
Mercha nt's Rent-A -Car
The Police Depart ments of Durham , UNH, Dover, Lee, and
Newma rket
Durham House of Pizza
The Studen t Senate
SAFC
for their cooper ation and assistance in helping us achieve our goal of
keeping drunk drivers off the roads in Durham and surroun ding
commu nities
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HELP
WANTED
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - fisheries. Earn $5,000+/
month. Free transportation! Room
& Board! Over 8,000 openings. No
- experience necessary. Male or
Female. Get the early start that is
necessary. For employment program call Student Employment
Services l-206-545-4155ext 1505
Nanny Wanted: Live-in or -out
nanny care for 7-year-old June 29August 28, Mon-Fri days. Three
miles from UNH. Prefer Education
major. Non-smolceJ". Must have car,
outgoingpersonality,andreferences.
Call 742-0300, leave message.
Painter for summer work near seacoastat Whippoorwill Farm in South
Hampton, NH. Hard worker essential, experienced desired Willingness to scrape important! Enjoyable work environment on farm with
• sheep, cows, chickens and our turkey, Julius. Call Clint at 603-3947700.
UNH student needed for part-time
child care. Experience and references required. Room and board
possible option. Mu t have own
transportation. Nice Stratham location (15 minutes to UNH). Must
be available by Sept. 1 or sooner.
Call 772-7083

will enable you to interact in a quality way with our children. Call
Ginny (603) 643-2639.

and two bolster pillows, $120. Call
868-1682.
YARD SALE- MOVING. SATURDAY 5/9, 9a.m.-3 p.m. Forest Park
12C, on-campus, first courtyard,
right hand side. Rain date, 5/10.

Summer student for Polymer Research Group. Work on projects
involving use of polymers for special film applications. Requires good
laboratory and analytical skills.
Must have completed sophomore
year in science or engineering. Potential for position to extend through
the '92- '93 year. Contact Rob
Cimini ext 2-3677.

Small refrigerator #35, Microwave
$35. Call 862-5619 to see.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - fisheries. Earn $5,000+/
month. Free transportation! Room
& Board! Over 8,000 openings. No
experience necessary. Male or
Female. Get the early start that is
necessary. For employment program call Student Employment
Services l-206-545-4155ext.1993.
Childcare for 2 toddlers. Fifteen40 hours per week. Seek experienced person. Own transportation
needed. Call Evelyn at 868-1632.

SPECIALS EXCLUSIVELY
LEVI STRAUSS AND COMPANYFULL-AND PART-TIME.
Specials is the complete Levi'sonly store for the entire family. We
offer personal training, potential for
advancement, an excellent benefit
package and competitive wages. If
interested, please apply to SPECIALS, 350 U.S. Route 1, North
Kittery, Maine 03904.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY- ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - fisheries. Earn $5,000+/ MENT - fisheries. Earn $5,000+/
month. Free transportation! Room month. Free transportation! Room
& Board! Over 8,000 openings. No & Board! Over 8,000 openings. No
experience necessary. Male or experience necessary. Male or
Female. Get the early start that is Female. Get the early start that is
necessary. For employment pro- necessary. For employment pro• gram call Student Employment gram call Student Employment
Services l-206-545-4155ext 1993. Services l-206-545-4155ext 1993.
WORKING STUDENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE AT ACTIVE
HUNTER JUMPER STABLE.
FLEXIBLE HOURS. CALL BETH
OR JAMES 742-3377.
Painter for summer work near sea~tat Whippoorwill Farm in South
Hampton, NH. Hard worker essential, experienced desired willingness to scrape important! Enjoyable work environment on farm
with sheep, cows, chickens and our
turkey, Julius. Call Clint at 603394-7700.

.#

Child Care Provider - Live-in
summer position (June - August).
Care for 3 young children within
the context of a beautiful Vermont
children's camp. Mom & Dad are
busy camp directors needing a matme, responsible, loving person to
care for their children. Swimming,
arts, nature trails, & other activities

I~

FORSALE

I

'87 Ford Mustang LX sedan; 5 spd,
a.m./f.m. cassette, cruise, pwr. locks,
clean, dependable, economical.
Great car for student! $2,350 b/o.
692-4012.
Apt Furn. 4 sale; 2 sleep couches+
742-3481
Roland GA60 Guitar Amplifier $ 150; Atomic skis, Comfort 170
Marker bindings, $85, electrovoice
stereo speakers, $60. Ed 749-2724.
Mountain Bike - 1990 Giant,
Shimano components, Penaileur
guard, carrier, cyclocomputre. Very
good condition $340 new, asking
$170.207-384-9681 leavemessage.
Rowe queen-size sleeper sofa. Red,
very good condition, with mattress

·. •. ; >'

graduating? Get them a customdecorated cake! Low prices, great
selection. Call Terri 868-5465.
Word Processing -$1.50perdoublespaced page fast and accurate. Spell
check. Resume service also available. Call Diana now! 659-2359

BIKE FOR SALE - $100 or B.O.
call 868-1562.

Need money for college- Recorded
message give details 207-646-7008.
American Computer Service, P.O.
Box 700, Moody, ME 04054.

1987 Black and Gold Firebird. Excellent Condition! NC, a.m./f.m. cassette, sunroof, new muffler and
tires, 5-speed, 6 cyl, beige interior,
Asking $4,950. (207) 439-7285.

Professional Word Processing for
reports, theses, correspondence,
tape transcription, data base, laser
printing. Experienced, quick return.
Call Janet Boyle 659-3578

Packard Bell Computer w/lnk Jet
printer, lots of free software. Great
deal call Don at 868-5450.

SENIOR PORTRAITS - Surprise
your family and friends with quality
photos that bring out the real you!
Take advantage of this personalized,
professional serviceatAustin Studios.
Call 431-2018 for details.

Wholesa le
Screen
printing &
Elllbroidery
We have all the
fundraising
products you
NEED!!
Special Group
Rates for UNH
Free pick-up &: delivery

Full time rep & artis
Todd Doucette
(Douce)
868-5787
or
868-6605
Sue • Gene • Sharon
iSHIRTS ♦

I.La.

SERVICES

HOUSING

~I

Need Roommates to share sixbedroom house on Madbury Road.
Walking distance to UNH, Washer/
Dryer, oil heat. Call Kim 659-5383

Dover - Three bedrooms, living
room, kitchen and bath in a restored
colonial. $595/month includes heat
and electricity. Four bedrooms, living room , kitchen and bath $625/
month includes hear. Five bedrooms, den, living room, kitchen
and bath, $696/month. Lease required, no pets. Call 742-7908 between 7 - 9 p.m.
Summer Sublet: Two singles
available in large restored farmhouse. Large yard, barn game room
with ping poag table. $200 per
person. Call 742-2966.
Summer Sublet: Inalargerestored
farmhouse. One large double
available, hardwood floors, large
yard, barn game room with ping
pong table, small deck. 3.5 miles
from UNH. $160 per person. Call
742-2966 and ask for Linda.

Faculty, staff, students. I'll pick up
unwanted clothes. Just put them in LARGE SINGLE PRIVATE
trash bags and I'll pick them up for ROOMS. Share kitchen, bath with
Salvation Army. l-207-698-1463. one other room. Quiet residential
area. Durham. Walk to campus.
WORD PERFECT SURVIVAL Parkingavailable,includesutilities,
washers, dryers, and bike room in
SKILLS
From $290 per month.
basement.
Can you type? WordPerfect~ in659-2303.
Companies.
Cheney
struction; group/individual, flexible
hours, reasonable rates. Call Janet
Newmarket Sublet! Three large
Boyle 659-3578.
bedrooms, sunny kitchen, comfortcarWord Processing. Top quality. able living room. Wall-to-wall
River.
Lamprey
Overlooks
peting.
Next-day return. Will pick up and
deliver. $1.65 per page. Call Diane Stone building across from
Riverworks. Fifty feet from Coast
942-5881
BusStop.$180/monthorB.O. Mark
Do you know someone who is 659-694 7. It's a stylin' summer pad!

NEWMARKET - Large 4 bedroom on bus route., renov. kitchen
and living room, w/d, dishwasher,
deck, wood floors and ample offstreet parking. $900/mo. Jennie or
Fred 659-8224.
Roommate needed June through
next year. Dover, Kari Van route, w/
d,$230/mo. Call Christi 749-2844.
Need roommates to share six-bedroom house on Madbury Road.
Walking distance to UNH, washer/
dryer, oil heat. Call Kim 659-5383.
Wanted: Two res1xmsiblc females
for ideal four-bedroom apt. Modern
kitchen, bath, desk off L.R. Short
walk to campus. $250 each, 8685931.
SUMl\tIER SUBLET (5/25-8/30):
THREE MINUTE WALK TOTHALL. REASONABLE RENT,
ONE TO THREE PEOPLE
(THREE DESIRED) POSSIBLE
ROOMMATE MATCHING CALL
868-1918.
SUMMER RENTALS - behind
Stoke Hall. $40/week incl. utilities.
Kitchen facilities, huge sundeck.
Private baths - double rooms. Phi
Kap. Tim at 868-6959.
SUMMER RENTAL DURHAM:
$150/month for double, $200/month
for single. Off-street parkmg.
Washers/dryers. Nice aparunent.
Call Evelyn at 868-3420.
Dover area 1-&2-bcdroom · apts.
Excellent condition & location.
Heated, carpeted, parking, on
KariVan route. $385 and $475 per
month, plus security deposit. Call
after 5 p.m. and ask for Mike or
Chris at 749-3167.
Rooms for the summer at Stonegate,
15 Main St., Durham. Large, airy
house, 3 full baths, porch, free offstreet parking. All utilities included.
S450 for summer. Call owners at
302-737-9471 or 603-968-9336.
Durham summer rental: One-bedroom apartment for one or two.
$300/month, utilities included.
Close to campus, non-smoker. Call
868-9660.
Dear Students: We have a large fourbedroom, two-floor, 1 1/2 bath,
wood stove, washer-dryer hookup,
oil heat and off-street parking.
Flexible leasing $595 and utilities.
Please call 203-743-1633 or 203790-4498.

Summer Rentals -Dover/Durham.
Now available. CALL THE
FISCHER AGENCY at 742-6242.

ON-CAMPUS HOUSING. 15
meals/week, professional cook,
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parking, good study atmosphere. to campus, parking available, come Best of Luck! Paige, I don't know so much fun. Gonna miss ya. Lots end, OK? We'll wallop senate in the
£I, i00/scmcstcr for room and
board. WHAT ABOUTTHE SUMMER'' q ,/week for double, $55/
wk for ~angle. Starting May 23,
I 992. Call Chris or Al at 868-9859.

Apartment on Foss Fann Rd. $200/
month/I year lease; $150/month/
summer only. Tom 659-5146.
Durham Summer Rental: Twoperson apt. $200/person/month.
Seven minute walk to T-hall, utilities included, parking. Call 8687298.
HOUSING ON-CAMPUS-Fourhedroom apt. for four people. Call
431-0068.
Looking to sublet this summer?
Beautiful four-person apartment at
56 Madbury Road (Davis Court
Apartment). Call 868-1595
Apartments for 3,4,5,6 people all
located in Durham. Call Brenda 1207-439-1304
LOOKING FORAROOMMATE?
Call Nexus Roommate Network.
UNH students. Referrals only or
open listings. Any lifestyle. Free
info: 1-800-643-2643.
DURHAM - FOR RENT - FURNISHED SINGLE BEDROOMS
FOR FEMALE STUDENTS
ONLY. 1992-93 ACADEMIC
YEAR. TEN MINUTE WALK
FROM T-HALL. PRIVATE ENTRANCE, KITCHENETTE, OFFSTREET PARKING. $1,300 PER
SEMESTER INCLUDING ALL
UTILITIES. CALL 868-2217 AFTER 4 p.m ..
Two-bedroom
Condo
in
Newmarket, five miles from UNH.
Fully-applianced kitchen and small
deck. Available immediately, $450/
mo., three per max. Call 267-6351.
Summer Apartments - Four & five
bedroom, with large kitchen & living
room, two baths, one mile from THall and plenty of parking. $200/
month with security. Call Elaine 3322568.
STUDENT APT. PACKERS FALL
ROAD. THREE MILES TO UNH.
ALL UTILITIES PLUS CABLE
$425/MONTH. AVAILABLE
JUNE I. CALL 659-7707 EVENINGS.
FIVE-BEDROOM HOUSE FOR
RENT. AVAILABLE TO BUS
STOP(S). ATTACHED SUN
PORCHES. GARAGE. PRIVATE
YARD.AVAILABLENOW.$1,(XX)/
MONTH.CALLBETIY749-2446.
Exeter- September - Free room and
board in exchange for child care,
evenings - no weekends - call 7788544.
Dover: 1- & 2- bedroom apt. $385,
$4 75/month includes heat/hot water.
Good condition. Excellent location
on KariVan route. Freshly painted.
Call Chris or Mike at 749-3167.
-----------LOCATION: LOCATION: LOCATION. One-bedroom apartmcnt42Garrison, Durham. Walk

sec how much more apartment the
Cheney Companies offers. $500 per
month includes hot water, large
rcoms, washers, dryers and bike
storage in basement. Call Ida 6592303.
Summer sublet for 2 - $180/mo./
person-negotiable. Walking distance to campus, call Derek 8683514.
Single Furnished Rooms for studious, non-smoking males. Refrigerator, no kitchen, microwaves OK.
Summer $420 or $150/month fall
and spring $830-$930/semestcr.
868-2470.
SUBLET! SUBLET! SUBLET!
Great apartment at the Coops for 23people.Fullkitchen,2largerooms,
balcony.Rentnegotiable.Mikc8683990.
Newmarket Sublet! 3 large bedrooms, sunny kitchen, comfortable
living room. Wall to wall carpeting.
Overlooks Lamprey River. Stone
building across from Riverworks.
50ft. from Coast Bus Stop. $180/
month or 8.0. Mark 659-6947. It's
a stylin' summer pad!
STUDIOS, ONE-BEDROOM
APARTMENT.Within walking
distance to campus. Parking available. 9-month leases. Call 868-6388.
leave message.
Summer Sublet: Cheney Apartments, 2 person, new carpet, air
conditioner. $190 per person/per
month. Call Carny or Amy at 8624286.
SUMMER SUBLET: One space
available for beautiful apt. in RED
TOWERS on Main St. Really
cheap. Call Colleen at 868-3221.

IPERSONALS ilti
••• Student senate: You have 24
hours to back out and saveface. Or
else come up with the "big lose" at
the softball tourney. See you Sat-

urday.Oh,bytheway,youhaven't
seen anything yet: Let the REAL
mumlinging begin_ •••
Gretchen - I'm sick of typing in
these stupid personals for you. I'm
so glad you are graduating so I
won't have to do it much longer.
Maybe we'll meet up in Spain this
summer and we can go out and have
a real party. Congratulations on your
acceptance to B.U.;good luck in
school and in life - Paul
To Squig, We'll see you living in
Boston soon my dear... it's inevitable. Just do it Thanks for being the
best psuedo-roomie. Love, Meliss
Jace-here's your personal.
SHARON AND MIA - You both
better become airline attendants so
I can harass you when I am flying
all over the world. I know you will
both leave Mejias' class with a great
need to speak Spanish with other
brilliant native speakers such as
yourselves! I wish you both the

how you're going to make it to the
end of the semester, but I know you
will, you always do! - Pablo

To myfavorite old sports guy- I can't
believe I gave you a year's worth of
backrubs for nothing. Oh well, it
was worth it to touch your body.
Hugs and kisses- -1..ove, Deanna.
I.C.E. Members - As a graduating
senior, I can only hope that you
continue the great work we started
together this year. - Paul

I.A. 70 Iers - Go forth and take over
the world. If they would only let us
lead the country, there wouldn't be
any problems left to solve.Right?
rm sure we'll all run into each
other in the professional world so
remember this class for the rest of
your life, there will be a quiz at the
end of it.
The sands of time swiftly slide,
my palms, wet with sweat,
always one to have hide,
think you long for
only my words ...
Words are cheap,
Talk, dear, Luanda,
leave number no one
knows to place no one knows
at late time no one knows, and
then who knows
... Birkenstockless
UNH Crew - Kick some butt this

weekend! Good luck to the women
at Eastern Sprints - (maybe we'll
beat Yale again!!!) and good luck to
the men at the Dad Vails.
S. F~pisito - I had a lot of fun talking
to you about these endless papers and
assignments for Larson's class. I
know you will be a great success
someday, I hope we get a chance to
work together in the professional
arena sometime, but I don't think
China has a lot of ties to Latin America
- maybe we should create some?! -P

of love, Deanna.
ToAJ, that gorgeous Sig Ep brother,
hereisyourpersonal! Lovealways,
your favorite women at the Red
Towers.
ADOPTION - We will provide a
beautiful life for your baby. Let's
help each other. Call collect,
(603)929-0388. Barb and Don.
To Ali J (RVBR) Good luck hon! I
know you're going to do a great
job-justremember,don'tOBSESS!!
Anytime you want me to come visit

process. Whisky sour sound apropos? Thanks for everything, man.
- The blind brunette.
DonnaJeanne-Hey hey! Thanks fora
good two ye2rS. It's been really cool to
see you here. I'll m~ you. Sis.

The Scorpio Snapper: To the Pixies
maniac who ruled the radio for 3
semesters-HA,herecomesABBA.
We'll take your "sensitive" secret
to our respective graves, dude. Seriously, we'll miss you lots. Have
fun in Norway. -the 3 babes.

lHiatppy 22nd JBirthdlay

Diana
Love,
Dawn, Lisa, Linda
and Renee.
just call- Vixen and I will come with
bells on. Have a great senior year!
LoveYouLOTS!! Deanna(RVBL)
Long live Thelma & Louise!
ANNOUNCING AN ENHANCEMENTTO THE IBM PS/2: A lowinterest rate loan that's easy to apply for. Visit the University Technology Center, ground floor, T-Hall
for details.

I want to buy your backpack! I'm
bac~kingEuropethis summer and
I need a very large backpack. Call
me - I'll make an offer 868-3227.
Yikes Batman! Where are we going
to live next semester? Durham: 3bedroom rentals; Dover: 1 and 2
bedroom rentals. CALL THE
FISCHER AGENCY@ 742-6242.

A FINAL FAREWELL-I can't
believe that there are only 15 days
left until graduation!! Where has
the time gone? I would like to take
this time to thank everyone for
making these the best 4 years of my
life. Although this past year has
been the most hectic, and stressful,
it was definitely the most fun!
Thanks to: my floor for going to
my programs, playing Frisbee with
me, and for NOT saving me from
the showers in Lord!; To my staff:
for being so supportive-I'm glad I
got to work with you. By the way I
finally did my B. Board!; To the
staff here at TNH: you have inspired me with your dedication.
Special thanks to Linda, Birger, Jon
and Ali for keeping me updated on
all the $ we were spending! Good
luck to Heather and Bill; To the

crew team-thanks for putting up

Luanda is not graduating.
Jordan - you sexy babe! You didn't
think I'd forget about giving you
your personal on the last issue, did
you? The only problem is - it still
contains "censorable" material so
here it is - "If there are any XXXXX
who are XXXXX, XXXXX, and
XXXXX - then call XXX-XXXX
and ask for XXXXXX. Satisfied?
To the girls of Durham 03824, no
more Thursday nights together in
front of the camera. Now that we' re
branching out into our own series,
we'll have to keep in touch. YOU
KNOW I LOVE YOU!
Love, Audrey.
When did personals become so
damn popular?
Kathy- Well, we haven'l seen very

much of you this last semester because you arc a working woman
now, but the time we spent together
will always be special. Keep me in
mind when you are lying on California beaches. Good luck in following your dreams. Love - Paul
Linda & Kimi: Good luck in life. I
love you guys. I'm glad we've had

To Kelly, Bagel, Mindy and Krista-Thanks for the memories, gals.
Good luck next year. We may be
leaving, but we'll always be able to
call up and scream over the phone.
Disco will never die. Love, your
favorite reporter.
UNH Women's Tennis Team Thanks for a great season! Oh and
Lisa, I didn't know your favorite
color was sky blue? Love, Jaymie
WILLY
NILLY. ... WILLY
NILLY....WILLYNILLY....WILLY
NILLY
Mags-HANGINTI-IERE!!! You'llbe
whereyouwanttobcevenlllally! We're
here if you need us! Love ya-Yuill
Linda Lee Hyatt I wish you all the
best in life, career and with Brian.
You better keep in touch, babe. Let's
have a few razzmatazzes this week-

with me until I finally figured everything out I never, ever want to
hear the words "S-turn", or "channel",or"I...SAID ... POINT.... AT.. ..
THE .... WHITE ....HOUSE ... " I'll
miss b-fast with the Hudd/Stillings
crew. Special thanks to Kathleen
for allowing us all to pile into her
car to and from practice every day.
To Susan: for always making me
laugh, for the dance lessons, and for
lending me your "cojones"! Good
luck in Alexander. To Erin: my
fellow mubster, Bus. Man and
Nick's partner- who has kept me
sane in my classes and who makes
me crack up in every SAFC!; and
To.Bridget: my long lost buddy for
continually rescuing me from my
stress! Downtown, or Ben & Jerry's
tonight? To everyone else-Good
luck in your pursuits, and goodbye!
I will miss you all-and will never
forget you! L- Shauna

l
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Fred & Ginger - Thanks for the Rebecca - HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!! winner with the time of 17:33.
awesomenightinBoston! Thefood, Love, 1NH Ad Office
Alexis! It's been fun! Good luck in
the limo ride and the dancing were
the best! Man, you two can trip the WUNH-FM is seeking a news di- Pennsylvania! You had better visit
lights fantastic. Let's do it again - rectorforthe '92-'93academicyear. the cape this summer. I'll miss you!
sometime!! Love Jeff & Kelly
Please contact Fred Twombly at Luv, Vicki.
862-2541.
To the partying Alwnni of W-son
Ryan Whibley Mercer: I miss you.
NATE - It is so hard to believe that 69ers: These two years have been a
MORT- Thelma & Louise look out magical Young Drive party was a blast! Reunion Party: Dec. 31st,
because we're doing the America year ago. Thanks for the best year of 1998. My place - The Flash. P.S.
thing!! AMY, GIARD, STEPH, and my life. You are the best! I love you, "There's gonna be 8 kegs."
KAREN- Have a great summer, I'll Vicki.
Dee baby, here's to cruising the Rye
miss you guys. Enjoy Durham.
NADIA& KATE-Congratulations, ***************************** beaches. It's been great to get close
· to you this semester. We WILL keep
Good luck women!! Europe -watch Chi Omega Seniors!!
in touch. Your treadmill pal.
out! Have a great time- I will miss Have a wonderful life!

Ha·ppy Belat~d
20th

To the beautiful girl who went from
a 3 to a 5. You're #1 in my mind.
Remember 4/10/92.

Gabino foote

MJM - Thanks for being there for
me lately. You're the C.E. Good
luck Saturday. Love, Amy.

Where'd ya get that

SENIORS - Anyone who wants a

SENIOR CRUISE TICKET,
(Tuesday 8 p.m.), I need to sell
ay..o•u•-•L•-•HANN...O•N•-•Ha-v•e•f•un•a•t-•w•e•w•i•ll•m•is•s•y•o•u!•!----- mine. Call Kim 868-7501.
Virginia Beach and Good luck in Don't forget to visit!!
*****************************
Law school KATIE-Good luck, I Get psyched for Senior Banquet,
Stereo System! Sony 5changerCD
willseeyouatthesummerolympics- The Semi-Formal, and Senior
player
$140, Onkyo 50-watt reTHEHOUSEOFLIFE-Gre.atToga, Week!!
.
ceiver $190.00, Atomic ARC Skis
congratulations guys. -JODIE
WE LOVE YOU ALL!! Love, Chi
l 90sand poles $100, Salomon Boots
Omega.
size
9 included w/skis. Shogun 12.............................
... Rebecca and Jim, Thanks so much
speed $100 (excellent condition),
for a fun year in the office. All your
Miyata Mtn. Bike $200(excellent
help has always been appreciated. Alpha Chi Omega would like to
condition).
Call Christian Marston
Good luck out there and don't be a thank all the runners and sponsors
868-3881.
stranger next year. Surprise us w/a of the Lonni Stem Run, and special
call from your comer offices! ! I'll thanks to Phi Kappa Theta for the
CAR WASH SATIJRDAY: 10 a.m.
miss you! Love, Suzanne
house with the most runners. Congratulations to Ryan Charland, the - whenever. To benefit UNH sports
medicine and Easter Seals. At

stocking?

..

_

Friendly's in Dover.
♦♦

I I I I I I I i-44 ♦ U ♦ I I I I I I ~ * * * * * *

Kirsten Mithoefer,
Happy 22nd!! Sorry I forgot! Hope
you had a blast!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY 5-2-92! SUZ
llf If l;,,+:fc.+=+<tl II I II l***,jdfqolc****** .......

MSM -Are you buckled? Boot and
Navy, Tatting, "Can I just tell you?"
Little Red Haired Girl, "My boobs
are so pathetic." You guys are so
perfect! Love M&M

tant woman in senate. Who knows,
maybe you'll end up working for
the German government someday?!
NOT! I wish you the best of luck
with German and your time at UNH.
-P.E.
Grownups leave their names when
they leave messages. Children don't.
Sincerely, Ken Stremsky.
Who cares, Ken?
*"',fcjcfc:+,:Mcl<#:jc~:M<:f<:jqc:,fc:M<********:jqc:,fc

Joeymeister Flynn: You Taurean,
you! At least I know you'll never
purchase birkenstocks. Maybe
someday I'll buy purple velvet and
steal your heart. I wish you all the
best in Watertown, NY. Remember,
"If it bleeds, it leads ... " Razzmatazz!
David: Enjoy California this summer. I'm miss you and be looking
forward to seeing you in September.
Lloyd finished pledging and, my
God, he's still a nice guy.
MCHSKSMEG- Thanks for2 great
yrs. What would we have done w/o
you? Visit often - we'll miss you!
Get psyched for Homecoming '92!
We love you ladies! M&M
TYLERICKNICKASAURUSAVE •
MAV(J.GOEGEL)WEASBORIS,
PATMAUZY10MJUICYFRANK,
ROCHATOBEYDAVETURTLE,
CRICKETRYANGUMYRAMI,
JEREMYPSYCHOSTEVECAL,
JESSDUDEBALKI. - 2C PRIDE!
Jacqui - your fame quota has gone
way uo since you became an imoor-

CONGRATIJLATIONS TO THE
GRADUATING SISTERS OF
PHI MU!!
Beth Anderson, Diane Bernardo,
Amy Bevins, Amy Hallworth,
Michelle Hanley, Kristen Haskell,
Kim Hillenburg, Karen Herr,
Bonnie Kaplain,Wendy King,
Sarah Kingston, Tracy Krisch,
Jen Mitchell, Shauna Molan, Amy
Moyer,Tracey Pearce, Carla
Renzullo, Jen Sanborn,Sara
Sarette, Nici Schaeffer, Amy
Walsh.Patty Rella, Shannon
Lavery, Linda Milo,
Michelle Hooper, Karyn
Schneider, Heather Shaw)en
Sibulkin, Kim Sidmore, Kathy
Veilleux!
WE WILL MISS U1 !
LOVE,
THE SISTERS AND PHI'S
OF PHI MU!
*"',jdfqolc*******-+-ic-1<******:jc:fc:♦-i<*********

DoCanno, I love my Pooh Bear!!
Your girlfrjend, Erica
No more OD-ing on stupid pills for
us. Whaddya think, Kim? I'll miss
ya-Leese.

- MY OWN PRIVATE IDAHO
--A FILM BY GUS VAN SANT
RIVER
PHOENIX

Sunday, May 10
KEANU
REEVES at 7:00 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.

Strafford Room, MUB

-

$1 Full time undergraduates $2 Everyone else $3 None of the above
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GOOD LUCK TO THE PHis OF
PHI MU! Betsy Andrews, Tricia
Bennett, Anne Devito, Kristin Goss,
LisaFloyd,LisaLemiux,KimRoss,
Lisa Patanella, Ann Marie Matter,
Leah Lessard. You almost there!!
Love, The Sisters of Phi Mu.
"LISA" - I ''THOUGHT" I had a
piece of glass in my "BUTT!!"

Amy-Happy Belated Birthday!
I know you won't get this for a
while because you are in Wisconsin, but I'll save you a copy. You are
the most awesome friend I've ever
had! Good luck next year and
promise to always keep in touchJust
one request-on your answering
machine, turn down the music.I
know everything is going to work
out wonderfully for you because

you deserve it. Yes, I am always
going to hunt you down and be
happy-whether you like it or not!
Your friend, Karen ...
Gabino: We spared you. Happy
20th, managawang!
Damien-to the greatest R.A. ! All
of Hall House will miss you as

our R.A. Good luck with those
Seven million, seven hundred
level classes. I know we' 11 be
seeing you around all the time;
swinging naked of course. You've
been the most awesome R.A. and
an even greater friend. Thanks for
all the super advice and the deep
conversations. (I am not saying
goodbye really.. .l know you'll

still be taking courses her~ even ,
after I graduate.)-A Hall Houser
To my newfound brothers and
sister - may the MLG/MULG last
forever.
The Grape Crew - Have a great
summer! See you all at Dave's!
ODDIBE --Thanks for all your
help this year. P.S. June 20! -GM

TO THE MOST SPECIAL
CHICKLET: OVER THE PAST
SIX YEARS, THE SUN WOULD
NEVER REFUSE TO SHINE.
YOU HAVE MADE EVERY
MINUTE WORTH IT. THANK
YOU FOR EVERYTHING, LOVE
ALWAYS.ME.

Ladybugs
Monday - Friday
15 minute reports at
12 noon & 5:45 p.m.

To all my newly-made pals at TNH:
Thanks for making my last semester
a great one. I never liked having a
social life on Thursdays, anyway.
Long live early '80s tunes! Good
luck next year! Love and kisses from
your favorite Viall copy editor.
Troll, I never liked you! You are a
worse muffin than Sharon.
Congradulations on graduation!
And stop hyperventilating over me.
LoveT.N.

Eve. 6:50, 9:20

Sat/Sun Mat

R

Fried Green
Tomatoes
Eve. 7:10 9:35

12:20, 2:20

PG-13

Great Mouse Detective
SaVSun Mat 12:35,

Sat & Sun Mat 4:20
PG-13 G

Cousin Vinny

Coming

Eve. 6 :iO, 9 :IO
Sat & Sun Mat 4:2

Attraction!

JOB FAIR

2:35

HOOK
Sat/Sun Mat 12:40
3:10
'

NEW HAMPSHIRE AIR NATIONAL GUARD
Featuring ...

PART-TIME JOBS
WITH EXCELLENT BENEFITS

Flynn, I may have given you a hard
time, but I am very grateful for all
you've done for us! Especially for
the Welcome Back Sept. Flynn issue. Thank you.
ALL TNH: We love you guys and
will miss you lots!! Good luck and
thanks forpntting up with our drunken
stupors-Love Linda and Deanna.

*Tuition Assistance
*Free Training
*World Travel
*And More!
SATURDAY - JUNE 6, 1992
9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
PEASE ANG BASE, NEWINGTON, NH
FREE ADMISSION

_,. . .-~-""-°C-.,.-._-.-~--~
.
..

FOR DETAILS CALL
1-800-675-2135(NH)
(603)430-2466

Jim-Happy Birthday, Congratulations. !love you.Atlanta will
be great, I can't wait, and what more
can I say?
Love, LaBeigea

Renee -So many people said we
would kill each other before the end
of the year, but we proved them
wrong. I wish you all the luck in
finding a Great Job!!! and in your
pending marriage. Remember all the
fun times we've had and all the long
talks when you feel like screaming,
and then go ahead and scream, it's
good for you. Love - Paul.

I SUNSWEPT
STABLES I
I
DOVER,NH
I
I
Quality Professional
I
I Boarding, Training, Lessons,I
I
& Sales 742-6533 or I
I
743-3632
I
With this ad:
$5 off one lesson

G

JFerng ulllley

G

Sat/Sun M t 2:3 , 2:35

Eve 700,900 Sat/Sun Mat 12:30,
2:30, 4 30
PG-13

The Cutting Edge

Eve 6:5-f;:JS::JatlSun

PG

STUDENTS

GET IN SHAPE!
STAY IN SHAPE!
Affordable Fitness
At The Seacoast's Best Club
Sign up by June 10, 1992

BIG BEAR!! HAVE A WONDERFUL SUMMER! I WILL MlSS
YOU VERY MUCH! BE GOOD
AND STAY OUT OF THE
WOODS!! LOVE, ME

I
I

Sat/Sun Mat 12:35,
2:35

_ _ _ _ __,

Turtle, Congratulation ! - You wild
and crazy gal! Have a grt"at two
weeks and I'll meet you at Nick's on
the 20th at 11 :30 A.M. Love Me!!!!

Rita - Congratulations you LMT
Major. We have got to get together
before you leave for Arizona. - Love
Victor.

Sleepwalkers
Eve. 7:06, 9: 16 sat/sun
Mat4:36
R

I
I

I $10 off one month's board I

I$
ff
or h' t . . I
I 50 o ~':..m~n~ .!. ~~1~ 1

$99
for the Summer

at The Works
(5/31 /92 to 9/1 /92)

Congratulations! Graduating Class!
You can still join as students!
Indoor Pool and Two Outdoor Pools, Step Reebok,
Circuit Training, Tons of Free Weights,
Nautilus, Volleyball, Tennis, Free One on Ones,
Three Aerobics Rooms and Lounge

TheWol"ks
~thletlc Club

~oute 1 OS
Somersworth ~.t1.

246

742-'.l16.1

,'
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1992 Lax: Record-breaking feats were Daley
Before this year, h<:' had been in the shadows of AllAmericans Mark Botnick and Jeff Mechura. He received some playing time, but he still had to wait his
tum to jump into the offense and take control.
This year, lacrosse junior attack John Daley has
done just that. This year he will probably be nominated
to the All-American team. And Saturday, May 3, 1992,
he had the day of all days in UNH's 17-9 defeat over the
Catamounts of Vermont.
"Basically Daley beat Vermont," said midfielder
Eric Presbrey.
Daley scored 11 goals and registered one assist
Saturday, the afternoon that came within striking distance of the national record of 14 goals set by three
laxers back in the 1920s.
Daley did break the UNH record of nine goals in a
game, and he became the 18th player in UNH lacrosse
history to break the 100-point mark. Daley currently
has 122 career points.
Coach Jim Urquhart sent Daley back in to break the
record even with the win already in the bag.
Daley, fatigued from his scoring explosion, jogged
back onto the field as the center of attention. And like
Tim Hardaway let Magic Johnson be the spotlight of the
NBA All-Star game, so did attack Bill Golden.
Golden ran toward the Catamount's goal with a
perfect opportunity for a goal but instead acted unselfishly, passing to Daley, who netted his 11th goal of
the game. Players ran onto the field to congratulate
him, thinking Daley had broken the national record.
But according to the University of Virginia and the
United States Intercollegiate Lacrosse Association, the
record is 14 goals. Despite his productive season and
notable achievements, the record came as a surprise.
"I didn't expect this, but it is a good feeling," Daley
said. "I just happened to bein therightplaceat the right
time."
Daley leads all Wild ca ts with 46 goals and 23 assists
for a total of 69 points. As of May 5, Daley remained
among the elite in the North Atlantic Conference. He
r am with 3.40, fir tin points
·n al
· f
r
per game with4.80, and fourth in assists per game with
2.23.

In 1992, John Daley is no longer a shadow-he is a

star.

John Daley broke loose in 1992, including 11 goals and a school record at Vermont (TNH file photo).

Brady is best of the bunch
In 1992, Lori Brady not only led the Wildcat gymnasties attack, but also shattered UNH records along
theway. Shelandedaperfect10onthev aultandsetthe
record after her all-around performance against Rhode
Island.
In the dual-meet competition with the Rams, Brady
demonstrated why she is the ECAC Gymnast of the
' Year. For the 'Cats, it was an evening to shatter records
as they reached a new high score on the uneven bars
with a 47.8.
The team performed extremely well, but it was
• seniorBradywhostolethespot light. Withanall-around
score of 39.0, she achieved a personal best and set a new
school record. UNH swept the top three places in every
event except for second place on the balance beam.
Vaulting was the first event for the Wildcats. Brady
once again demonstrated her explosive power as the
team's top vaulter, taking first with a score of 9.85.
Then it was on to the bars, where the 'Cats set a

school record thanks to solid performances by all the
competitors. Karen Olsson was the star here as she
scored a 9.75, tying a school record set by senior Amy
Dowd. Brady placed right behind Olsson with a 9.7, and
Dowd earned third place with a 9.6.
It was on the balance beam where the 'Cats struggled.
"Beam was the pit again this week," commented head
coach Gail Goodspeed. ''We only hit two out of six sets.
It's beam that's keeping us from hitting the 190 range."
Brady, however, delighted the crowd with an outstanding routine, capturing first place and breaking
another school record with a 9.7. Sophomore Nicole
Mullins also did very well, scoring a 9.4 and a third place
finish for UNH.
It was no surprise to the audience, who braved the
poor weather conditions to cheer on the gymnasts, that
Brady went on to win the floor exercise. The spectators
cheered loudly as Brady's score was posted-a 9.75-and
yes, another school record.

Lori Brady bit a perfect "10" (TNH file photo).
"I'm speechless," was Brady's initial reaction to her
performances. "I don't know where to go from here; I
just hope I can be consistent."
UNH swept the all-around competition as well.
Brady's record-breaking score of 39 .0 earned her a first,
and Olsson finished second. Mullins placed third in the
all-around.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _TH_E_N_E_W_HA_MP_S_H_IR_E_,_TUE
__S_D_A_Y_M_AR_C_H__
3,_1_~_2_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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UNH trackster jumps to new heights
Before the dust settled on Doug Sargent's name
on the men's track record board, senior John Lofaro
surpassed his role model with a record-setting
high jump of 6'7.5".
One year and one day (4/20/91) after Sargent
set a UNH high jump record at 6-7, his friend and
teammate, Lofaro, reached for the heavens and a
half more inch of air to outjump the person he
thought was a natural.
On the two-week anniversary of Sargent's
death, resulting from a head-on car crash on Route
4 on April 7, Lofaro broke the UNH school record
during the men's track meet at Holy Cross a week
ago. It was the same meet that Sargent had set his
record.
"Dougie was a natural jumper," said Lofaro.
"He also was a great example of how to get ready
for a meet, and he had perfect form."
"Dougie was an advanced jumper and a good
teacher," said men's track coach Jim Boulanger.
"Imitation is the greatest form of teaching."
Sargent also helped Lofaro become better
mentally. Sargent always used to put Lofaro down
so he wouldn't stop trying to get better. Sargent
cared enough to push Lofaro to his limit, even if
that limit was better than Sargent's own record.
"I dedicated the season to Dougie after his
death," said Lofaro. "I gave back to him everything that he gave me. If I didn't break it (the high
jump record), then he would have smacked me."
Lofaro's work finally paid off for him when he
registered his personal best of this season at 6'6" in
the Brown meet. Three days later, he cleared 6'7.5"
on his second try at Holy Cross.
However, Lofaro didn't know he broke
Sargent's record until an hour after the recordbreaking jump. Lofaro thought the bar was set on
6'7" before and even after his jump, but he later
learned that the official measurement was actually
taken in metric, raising the height to 6'7.5".
"I jumped higher when I got off the mat than
when I went over the bar," said Lofaro referring to
what he thought was an UNH record-setting jump.
That excitement turned into disbelief an hour later
when Lofaro found out he broke Sargent's record.
"I didn't believe I broke the record until I saw
it in print," said Lofaro. "After my first jump, I
said to myself, 'Come on, Doug show me what I am

doing wrong.' On the second try, I just threw
everything I learned from the past nine years into
it.,,
Lofaro proved that a small guy can jump high.
He lived up to what he wanted, and proved to
himself that he could do it. Lofaro is happy that he
fixed the mistake, not going out for track his
freshmen year, by breaking the record.
Boulanger is hoping that Lofaro, a senior, will
be attending graduate school for sociology at UNH
this fall, because Lofaro still has one more year of
eligibility left.
Lofaro is almost certain that he will be here
next year, and he is already thinking about next
year's goals. He wants to break the indoor record
and to make the All-New England team next year.
Lofaro's ultimate goal, however, is to jump seven
feet.
"I just want to make sure that I have the record
well in hand," added Lofaro.
According to Boulanger, Lofaro also has the

death of Sargent well in hand. Lofaro did a great
deal of soul searching and wrote a letter, which
was published in the April 21 edition of The New
Hampshire, to help deal with Sargent's death and
become at peace with himself.
"John used to always tell me how much he
looked up to Sargent," said Jamie Martin, Lofaro's
high school coach. "I was very proud and touched
when John called me and told me the he broke the
record."
#Dougie was good for John's self esteem," said
Boulanger. "He was the type of person who can
build someone up and not tear them down."
Lofaro's name replaced Sargent's last week at
the top, but Sargent will always be a part of that
record. It was Sargent's help and example that
made Lofaro be able to and want to be good enough
to try for the record.
Lofaro knows that.
Sargent probably knows it, too, as he looks
down from heaven smiling proudly.

Women's track coach quits job
In a move that came as a surprise to the athletic out on Krueger right before the team went into the
department but not to team members, Nancy Krueger, Eastern Regionals at the end of the season.
women's cross country and track coach, handed in her
Team members said at the time that several memresignation Wednesday.
bers had problems with Krueger. When Krueger kicked
"I want to move on and go forward," Krueger said. · co-captain Kim Cilley off the team, the rest of the
"I have other options, and I'm pursuing several coach- players quit.
ing opportunities. I will continue coaching on a private
During her 12 years at UNH, Krueger led the cro
or club basis if the opportunity at a college job doesn't country team to two New England championships in
come through in the near future."
1981 and 1982. Last year, the cross country team fin''Nancy has decided to leave UNH for professional ished fourth in NAC and ninth at the ECAC/NCAA
reasons," said Women's Athletic Director Judy Ray.
Division I Championships.
Krueger's resignation, effective June 12, will result
Krueger's indoor track team produced five Allin some tough choices for Ray.
New England athletes. The outdoor team finished 11th
"Nancy's resignation has come as a surprise," Ray last season and had 10 All-New England athletes. At
said." At this time, it is not known how the hiring freeze UNH, she has coached 34 All-East athletes, "4 New
will affect the replacement of Nancy's position."
England champions, and 155 All-New Engl;.nd athHowever, Kristine Downing, a team member, said letes.
Krueger's resignation wasn't a shock.
"When I came to UNH, I had the opportunity to
"Considering everything that has gone wrong over build my own program," Krueger said. "At the time,
the past year, it wasn't a surprise," Downey said. "With intercollegiate athletics for women was in its infancy,
all the pressure she was receiving from the team and the and this was really my program to build.
administration, we felt it was inevitable."
Looking back, I can say I'm very proud of what the
Last fall, the women's cross country team walked teams accomplished.

Stewart reaches the mark, hit record falls
The baseball record books at the Sports Information Office have been on top of the pile all year
long. Although the temperature kept dipping
throughout the season, Dave Stewart remained
hitting and carved his name into UNH history on
April 16, 1992.
Stewart, a senior shortstop from Cherry Hill,
New Jersey, broke the all-time hit record at UNH
when he surpassed Mike Shriner with a double in
the second game of a double-header against Rhode
Island. The Wildcats swept the twin bill, 6-1 and
10-2, over the Rams, but Stewart waited until the
fourth inning of the second game to launch his hit
parade.
"Yeah, the first gam~ was a little dissapointing
more than anything else," said Stewart as his record
loomed for still another game. "I didn't feel too
much pressure, because I knew the season would
be long enough (to break the record)."
In the second game, a scattering of Brackett
Field faithfuls saw Stewart bounce a two-hopper
down the third base line in the fourth inning and
drill a line drive over the head of Ralph Cerato in
the fifth to break the record.
Stewart's double was hit number 144, one better
than Shriner, who ended his four-yen career in
1986. For good measure, Stewart added a another
double in the sixth inning to complete a three hit
afternoon.
·
After breaking the record, a modest standing

ovation saluted Stewart when he reached secon
base. His teammates acknowledged the feat by
cheering from the dugout after the event finally
occured.
"(The hit) was definitely relieving for me,"
said Stewart. "I felt a little uncomfortable because
everyone was focusing on me instead of the team's
win."
Chilly winds full of anticipation kept UNH
fans anxious and on edge when Stewart stepped
up to the plate. In the first game, Stewart went
hitless (0-3), while only salvaging a base on balls.
Stewart had hit safely in 14 consecutive games
dating back to last season, but he was denied in all
four at-bats. Two routine fly balls and a fielder's
choice accounted for his other three attempts.
When Stewart finally broke the record in the
second game, the feat was both relieving and comforting for all. The 'Cats continued to rally behind
the captain for a 10-2 downing of Rhode Island.
The team really: came together as a whol
instead of just individual statistics," said Stewart.
Stewart's hitting credentials were quickly established during his sophomore campaign. In 139
at-bats, he struck out just once and was named the.
nation's toughest hitter to strike out.
With all the accolades and attention Stewart
was dealt, the senior revamped his game plan.
"If pitchers start focusing on me I'll accept the
challenge. The way I've been hitting I really don't
mind."
11

Dave Stewart, new UNH bit king (courtesy photo).
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UNH athletes picked to go to the pro show

Dwayne Sabb will be chasing NFL quarterbacks next
year (TNH file photo).

SABB
Dwayne Sabb, UNH All-American football defensive end, sat down in front of the television Sunday
morning April 26 to watch ESPN' s coverage of the 1992
NFL draft. Sabb was on the board and was expected to
be drafted in the late second or third round, but by 10:30
p.m. Sabb was still on the board and the draft was
entering the fifth round.
"I went to my room and get away from everybody,"
said Sabb late Sunday night from his home in Jersey
City.
The phone rang.
''It was a guy from the (Boston) Globe and he asked
me how it felt to be playing so close to home," said Sabb.
"I asked him ~hat he was talking about and he told me
I was a New England Patriot."
Sabb was the fourth pick of the fifth round, the
116th choice overall, of the New England Patriots.
"Coach (Dick) MacPherson said I have a great
opportunity in New England and he was happy to have
me," said Sabb. '1 told him I will do anything they want.
If he says jump, I'll say, 'How high?"'
UNH football coach Bill Bowes said that Sabb could
really stand out with the Patriots. "I think it's a real
good opportunity for Dwayne because they seem to
have some very explicit plans with what they want him
to do for them," said Bowes. "They felt (Andre) Tippett
wasn't going to play much longer and they could bring
Dwayne in to back him up." Bowes also said Sabb could
take that position.
Being a member of an NFL franchise hasn't really
sunk in yet for Sabb.
'1 can't explain it right now," said Sabb. Sabb went
on talking about competing against the likes of Dan
Marino and Therman Thomas and playing with Andre
Tippett and Vincent Brown. 11l'm overwhelmed by it,"
he said.
Sabb said he is a little nervous about the first day.
"The first day I'll be a little bit jittery," said Sabb. ''1'11
probably bring my camera and send some pictures of
Tippett and Brown home to my family, but then I'll have
to go to work. I put my chin strap on the same way as
everybody else."

'1t

..

option. The only loose end left in the deal is the signing
bonuses included. If Morrow completes the deal, he
will be heading to the Whalers AHL affiliate, the
Springfield Indians.
After watching Morrow post 53 points on the
season and play a huge part in the 'Cats drive to the
NCAA Championships, the Whalers can't be blamed
for wanting the senior winger's services, especially
considering the Indians are currently in first place
and striving to capture the Calder Cup.
The decision to leave school two months before
graduation was tough for Morrow, but he didn't want
pass up the opportunity of getting his career started.
"This is a real good opportunity to get my foet wet,"
said Morrow. "The Whalers feel that I can help out right
away."
For Morrow, the future holds an entirely new set of
goals, and judging by the way he netted his goals with
the 'Cats, he could be wearing the Whaler's blue and
green jersey before long.
"There isalwaysa possibility that I could go up this
year," Morrow said. "But for now, I'm just hoping to go
in and do my best. Hopefully, I can make a name for
myself this season, so when next year starts up I'm not
just some new kid on the block."
After playing for four years with the same squad,
Morrow admits the transition to a new team will be a
little strange. "It's definitely going to be a different
atmosphere," Morrow said. "Now playing hockey is
going to be my life and my job, but I'm excited about it."
UNH fans will certainly miss Morrows rigorous
style of play. The bone-crushing hits he administered
and the soldier-like presence he displayed in front of
opposing nets left their mark at Snively Arena. But stay
tuned-Morrow may be lighting up the boards on
NESN real soon.

LEVY
UNH hockey goaltender Jeff Levy will not be seen
between the pipes for the 'Cats next year. Levy signed
a three-year contract (two years with an option) with
the Minnesota North Stars after his sophomore year at
UNH.
"(Minnesota) has made me offers in the past but
nothing worth leaving school for," Levy said. ''Now,
they put something together that was worthwhile, so I
talked to my family and Coach Umile, and they thought
it was a good idea."
Levy is not sure when or where he will report for the

)

Scott Morrow will be taking a bold or pro jerseys next
season (TNH file photo).
1 Jorth Stars. "I may be finishing the playoffs with them
but it's not definite/' said Levy.
Levy wasanAll-Americanand Hockey East Rookie
of the Year as a freshman, and guided the Wi Idea ts to the
NCAA tournament this season after outstanding performances in the final regular season games and in the
playoffs.
The Salt Lake City native finished the 1992 season
with a 20-13-2 record, a 3.28 CAA and a .897 save
percentage. Levy was Minnesota's 7th choice, 134th
overall, in the 1990 entry draft.
"It's tough to leave your education, friends and
everythingelse,butthisissomethingl'vealwayswanted
to do," said L vy. "It's a good opportunity."
The 'Cats will miss Levy next year, but the team is
excited for him. "I'm happy for him," said Kevin
Thompson, UNH captain for the 1992-93 season. "I
think anyone on our team would take the chance."
Levy is leaving UNH with two years of eligibility
left, but Minnesota has made him an offer he can't
refuse.
"We had a good team and it was a great place to
play," said Levy of UNH. "College is a stepping stone to
the pros. It just happened a couple of years early for
me."

MORROW
The Hartford Whalers can't wait to get their hands
on Scott Morrow. As of last night, the Whalers were only
a phone call away of triggering the start of Morrow's
pro hockey career.
Just four short days after the Wildcats' outstanding
season ended, Morrow and the Whalers have almost
completed negotiations on a two-year contract with an
• JJ

Sophomore sensation Jeff Levy will be living out his NHL dreams, tending net for the Minnesota Nortbstars next
fall (TNH rile photo).
J I
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UN H _athletic teams experieiice some ins and- olits
to transfer."

Tennis returns

Jim Boylan ousted after three years (courtesy photo).

Boylan fired
After three years of coaching Wildcat basketball,
Jim Boylan will not be returning to UNH. The men's
athletic department announced on March 17 that they
would not be extending Boylan' s contract.
In his three years at the helm of the UNH basketball
program, Boylan achieved an overall record of 15 wins
and 69 losses and went 8-28 in the North Atlantic
Conference.
"We review performances each year," said Gib
Chapman, men's athletic director. "We felt, given everything as we assessed it, that it would not be in our
best interest to extend (Boylan's) contract."
"They said to me they want to win. They want to
win now. They want to put people int e stands and
they felt that we were not doing that," said Boylan.
The University didn't feel that Boylan had shown a
significant improvement in his three years as head
coach.
"We wanted a better win and loss record and we
wanted to show significant improvement over what
we'd done the previous year," said Chapman. "Although we won some games early this year, the fact
remains that we lost 11 out of our last 12, and we ended
up seventh place in the conference."
Boylan felt that his team had made significant
improvement and that the program was moving forward.
"When we came in, we really had to start from
s-:ratch," said Boylan. "I came in in June, so we really
couldn't recruit that year. So basically we have two
recruiting classes in school right now, and I was hoping
to get the opportunity to work with those kids. Next
year looked very promising for us as far as where we
would be situated and the possibility of us really moving up in th£ [North Atlantic] conference."
"To come down and say we really didn't make
enough progress is something that I find hard to believe, that they couldn't see where the program was
heading. That's a difficult pill to swallow and it's very
disappointing," Boylan said.
Boylan is not sure of what his next move will be but
is very optimistic.
"I would like to stay in coaching, and I'm going to
pursue different options, but right now it's difficult to
say what those options will be. Hopefully, in the not too
distant future, some things will open up for me," said
Boylan.

Chapman hired
UNH men's athletic director Gib Chapman was
named head coach of the men's basketball program
Tuesday night, only one week after Jim Boylan was let
go.
After a University-wide hiring freeze was put in
place March 23, President Dale Nitzschke appointed
Chapman as coach.
Nitzschke said "it was an ideal situation" to appoint Chapman because the University could give the

Most students like to relax and maybe catch some
sun during spring break.
But, Jaymie Hyde played tennis in 20-degree Connecticut weather and Gretchen Goodwin may have
been the only student in America to take her mother to
Florida last week - as a tennis partner.
The two students went to extremes during spring
break because women's tennis is back at UNH.
On March 17, two days before spring break, the
University agreed to immediately reinstate the team
and develop a long-range plan to comply with Tttle IX,
a federal law that prohibits sex discrimination in collegiate athletics.
The agreement allows the University to avoid a
possible lawsuit, according to Arthur Bryant, executive
director of Trial Lawyers for Public Justice, one of the
Men 'sathleticdirectorGib Chapman (courtesy photo).
organizations representing the team.
job to someone already in the athletic department,
The University cut the women's tennis team, along
given the school's financial constraints. UNH would with the men's wrestling team, lastJulyinan attempt to
also benefit from Chapman's coaching abilities, he said. help balance the school's budget. Tennis team members
Chapman served as director of athletics and head and their parents contacted New Hampshire Civil Libbasketball coach at four universities and won 16 cham- erties Union (NHCLU) Executive Director Claire Ebel,
pionships in the Canadian Inter-University Athletic who contacted Bryant and Debra Ford, a Portsmouth
Union (CIAU), two Ontario East Division titles, and lawyer.
was named Coach of the year in 1987-88 and 1988-89 at
"My mom contacted the Civil Rights Office on
the University of Toronto.
campus, who put her in touch with the NHCLU," Hyde
Tom MacDonald, a sophomore member of the said. 11It snowballed into a huge thing and the Univerbasketball team, said the change in coaches is "really sity ended up paying for it."
Bryant said the agreement benefited "not only the
sudden, but I don't really like to get involved with the
coaching aspects. I think the only thing to do is try to tennis team, but had a good long-range affect for
women's athletics."
better ourselves and concentrate on next year."
"It's a giant step for women's athletics," Hyde said.
MacDonald said "no matter who the University brings
in, I'm sure they'll be fine. We're really talented and "Sex discrimination is a huge issue. This shows you can
have some of the best returning talent in the conference." take action and do something."
Paul Faison, assistant coach of the Wildcats, has
been at UNH for three years. "There is a diversion right
now," Faison said, "but we just need to re-group as a
team. Based on paper, (Chapman's) background looks
pretty good."
UNH lacrosse coach Jim Urquhart sits behind his
0f course it's going to affect the players. It's a
way of life," Faison said. "People constantly go in and desk and speaks candidly. Behind him, an array of
out."
wrestling trophies stand side by side on a shelf. There
Chapman met with the basketball team on are plaques as well, but they are hard to make out
Wednesday. "I know the majority of the players and I stacked behind the trophies.
Posters line the wall adjacent to Urquhart's desk.
think the transition with the coaches will be a smooth
one," said Chapman.
One poster shows Syracuse wrestling coach Gene Mills
launching an opponent from behind. Another displays
the Banach brothers, Ed and Lou, who
were both NCAA wrestling champions in college.
The trophies, plaques and posters still remain. But
This past summer, the UNH athletic department Jim Urquhart's wrestling team is gone.
In mid-July the University swept the rug out from
cut men's wrestling and women's tennis because of a
lack of funding. As a result, many student athletes have underneath him and eliminated the wrestling team to
been left with the decision to stay at UNH and not meet its requirement on athletic budget cuts.
Maybe Urquhart hasn't had time to remove all the
participate in their sport, or transfer to another school.
Sophomore Lisa Mclachlan, 19, of Franklin Lakes, wrestling rewards from his office, all the symbols of
New Jersey was an up-and-coming singles player for excellence that his teams have achieved over the years.
the women's tennis team last year. Because of her Or maybe, like the 35 wrestlers UNH left out in the cold,
team's cancellation, she can now be seen rocketing her he doesn't want to believe it's over.
"I'm disappointed in what happened," Urquhart
forehand shots with friends on the tennis courts at
Congreve Hall. This is probably a similar sight all over said. "I didn't think cutting the wrestling team would
campus as 11 other outstanding tennis players are left to be that much of a savings down the road. We were very
play pick-up games between classes and on the week- successful on a very small budget."
As head lacrosse coach, Urquhart is still employed
ends. Mclachlan, like many, feels distraught.
"I'm really disappointed," she says. "I was really by UNH, so understandably his words are probably
looking forward to playing four years here. Now, I don't very selective. His wrestlers aren't as careful.
"I came here to be a student athlete," said Al Draper.
know what I'm going to do."
''Without
my control they took that away from me. If I
One aspect of the cuts Mclachlan doesn't understand is the seemingly overestimated costs the univer- didn't want to be an athlete anymore that should have
been my decision.
sity says it's saving by disposing of women's tennis.
A problem for wrestling, according to men's ath"They (the university) say they're saving about
$14,000 by cutting tennis," she says. "Court mainte- letic director Gib Chapman, was the fact that wrestling
nance is added in this but the tennis courts haven't been produced little revenue. As. well, under title nine, since
a women s activity was cut, a men's activity needed to
resurfaced in years. It doesn't make sense."
A lot of good suggestions have been given but it be cut, also.
The end result of all this is a lot of animosity and
seems like they're all just a waste of breath. The almighty dollar is the one who has the last word here at hard feeJings. This team worked hard to achieve all it
the University, so it must make Chris and Lisa happy to did. It had no scholarships, yetitmanaged to stay on top
see brand new concrete walkways in front of Murkland with an excellent coach and some ambitious athletes.
Friendships will be broken, some good times will
Hall while their sports no longer exist.
"The main reason why I came to UNH was to play be lost. UNH took away something that 35 men truly
tennis," she said. "I really love it here and I don't want enjoyed.

Wrestling axed

11

Tennis goes
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The Wildcat hockey team bad plenty of celebrations in 1992 (TNH file photo).

Head coach Dick Umile consults with UNH's top 'Cats (TNII me photo).

BU penalty proves to be a major factor
The men's hotkey team huddled together at center
ice. The players hugged each other and banged high
fives in celebration.
The sold-out Snively crowd responded with a
standing ovation. The 'Cats had done it. After trailing
3-0, the team answered the fans' never-surrender cheers
and came back to win 7-4 against Boston University.
''They're the best fans in the country," said captain
Savo Mitrovic. "They were phenomenal tonight. They
stuck with us when we were down, and they were there
when we won."
The victory raised UNH' s record to 8-0 overall and
3-0 in Hockey East. Tied for the division lead, the 'Cats
also jumped up a notch to fifth in the national polls
''ThisisagreatdayforUNH," said head coach Dick
Umile. ''This is what we work for. This team is never
going to give up."
The 'Cats got the attack started with 1:13 left in the

second period. Mitrovic fired a shot at the BU net from
the left circle. The puck trickled past Terrier goalie Scott
Cashman and slowly edged its way over the goal line.
When the puck went in the net, Mitrovic got his
50th career goal and UNH was awarded a huge penalty.
Scott Morrow was cross-checked viciously by BU' s
John Lilley, giving the 'Cats a five-minute power play
that would eventually prove too much for the BU
defense. The period ended with UNH down 3-2, but
Lilley still had 3:47 left to serve in the box.
In the final period, the Terriers crumbled quickly
under the sticks of the 'Cats. Joe F1anagan started the
scoring spree when he nailed in his 70th career goal on
a slapshot from the left circle at :58; Glenn Stewart lifted
one over Cashman's glove hand at 1:45; Domenic
Amodeo put in his 50th career goal with a blast off the
inside of the right post at 2:35; and Morrow repaid Lilley
for his cheap shot with a beautiful backhand with just

four seconds left in the penalty. The four goals in 3:33
gave UNH a comma_n ding 6-3 lead.
"That was definitely the turn around in the game,"
said Amodeo of the power play. "We just wanted to tie
the game up and then the power play just started to
click."
BU made a last-ditch effort for a comeback when
Doug Friedman put one past Jeff Levy at 11:19. Levy was
flawless for the final minutes of the game. The sophomore goalie made 13 saves in the final period, including
a glove save that would've made a shortstop smile.
At 19:03, Stewart scored on an empty BU net to seal
the come-from-behind 7-4 victory. The 'Cats won the
game with an unstoppable power play unit, some excellent penalty killing and a "take no prisoner" attitude
that has guided them all year.
"This team has a great attitude," said Umile. "This
is a real good hockey team."

Wisconsin badgers Wildcats in NCAAs
UNH's drive toward the NCAA championships in
Albany hit a roadblock last night, as the team fell 4-2 to
the University of Wisconsin Badgers.
In the final period, UNH came out like a team with
• 20 minutes left in the season, but Badger goalie Duane
Derksen would not budge.
The Cats had three power play opportunities, but
were unable to capitalize as Derksen stopped all their
.. attempts. UNH got its best opportunity of the period at
10:08 as a loose puck bounced around in the crease in
front of Derksen.
Domenic Amodeo, Savo Mitrovic and Scott Morrow pounded away at the puck, but couldn't get it in the
net.
The Badgers put the game away with 50 seconds
left in the game as Joe MacDonald glided home an

empty-net goal. Third period penalties by the 'Cats
made surges sporadic.
"Although we had a great game tonight, we had a
couple of breakdowns and that is what lost it for us,"
said winger Savo Mitrovic.
The game looked good for UNH in the first period
when the team jumped out to an early 1-0 lead. After
Wisconsin committed two penal ti s, UNH's 5-on-3 became too strong.
At 6:09, Amodeo gathered the puck and passed it to
linemate Morrow, who was camped out to the left of
Derksen. Morrow tipped the puck in for his 30th goal of
the year.
Wisconsin fired back, however, as winger Mike
Strobel beat Jeff Levy between the pads at 8:47 to knot
the game 1-1.

In the second stanza, the two teams played evenly
until winger Jason Francisco put the Badgers ahead 2-1
at9:00. Francisco was left wide open between the circles,
and he drove home a Jason Zent pass.
"In the econd period we had a couple breakdowns
and that was the toughest part of the game," said UNH
coach Dick Umile."Overall it was a good game, two
good teams playing good hockey."
Wisconsin struck again in the second at 10:14 to go
ahead 3-1. Jason Dexter notched a goal as the second
period winded down, but UNH would not cut the
margin again.
Center Joe F1anagan summed up the game, "We
had a lot of good quality shots and good opportunities
but Derksen stopped them all."
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'Cats grab piece of Yankee Conference crown
UNH Sports Information Director Eric McDowell
has a replica of the trophy that is awarded to the Yankee
Conference champion each year.
It's been 15 years since the real trophy has found its
home in Durham when the Wildcats won back-to-back
titles in 1975-76 under Coach Bill Bowes.
UNH came into this football game with a lot hanging over its head. The game was played at UMass,
where UNH has not won a game in 15 years. The game
would determine if the 'Cats would be the champs.
'We had the jinx on our mind, being at UMass,
having not won there since '76. It was for the title, and
we just had to set those things aside and go out," said
UNH quarterback Matt Griffin.
And throw he did. Griffin was the key to UNH's
offense as he completed 18 or 33 passes for 366 yards
and four touchdowns. His golden arm earned him
Yankee Conference and ECAC Offensive Player of the
Week, the Bill Knight trophy, awarded to the MVP of the
UNH-UMass game, and the Coca-Cola Gold Helmet,
awarded to the best New England college player of the
week.
Griffin started the scoring for UNH, completing a
70-yard pass to David Gamble, his primary receiver for
the day. Gamble finished the day with six catches for
177yards.
The 'Cats had no choice but to pass. The field was
so wet and muddy that tailback Barry Bourassa couldn't
keep his feet. The tailback totalled only 40 yards on 19
carries.
After a six-yard TD pass to tight end Matt Chmura
at the beginning of the fourth quarter, the Wildcats had
the game wrapped up. However, the 'Cats would score
once more in dramatic fashion.
Griffin connected once again with Gamble on the 10
yardline. Gamble earned the rest himself, facing two
defenders at the three yardline. Gamble leaped at least

five feet in the air over the two Minutemen and into the
end zone.
"I was close to the goal line and I just wanted to get
it in," said Gamble. "I did everything I possibly could.
I knew there were two guys and I had to do something,
so I knew that if I jumped, my momentum would
probably carry me into the end zone."

UMass scored two more touchdowns in vain, one of
which was scored on the last play of the game.
UNH shares the YC title with Villanova and Delaware, as the three teams also share the same record.
The 'Cats will host the first round of the NCAA
playoffs against an unfamiliar 10-1 Samford team from
Alabama.

The Wildcats' pursuit for a national title ended when Samford won at Cowell Stadium (TNH rde photo).

Opponents bad their bands tun when Barry Bourasg carried the ball throughout the season. Bourasg is one of three captains for next year's squad (TNH file photo).
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